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the  platforms.  Drawing on Bourdieu’s   theory  of  practice  and Foucault’s  work on
power and governmentality,  the thesis argues that young people actively negotiate









and   the   monopolies   enforced   by   private   corporations;   by   the   technological
affordances and playful designs of the platforms; by social processes of differentiation
rendering   specific   uses   legitimate;   and   by   neoliberal   discourses   encouraging
individual responsibility and understandings of the self as enterprise. All of the above
combined   to   actively   shape   and   produce   participants' understandings   of   social
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global   financial   crisis   and   the   policies   of   austerity   which   have   emerged  have
exacerbated   the   effects   of   globalisation   on   young   people's   lives,   wellbeing   and
experiences  of   the  labour  market  (Woodman and Threadgold,  2015; France 2016;
Kelly and Pike, 2017).  Furthermore, young people's everyday lives are inscribed in
corporate capitalism and the development of a consumer society in which consumers




which   'youth   cultures   derive   directly   from   the   dominant   consumer   culture   and
1
therefore   support   it   economically   and   ideologically?'   (p.160).  Digital   and  mobile
technologies, and especially social network sites, are of crucial importance in relation
















often   drawing   on   the  work   of  Ulrich  Beck  (Beck  1992,   2000;  Beck  and  Beck­
Gernsheim; 2001) to examine young people's experiences in what has become known
as late modernity.  Beck and Beck­Gernsheim, (2001)  argued that late modernity is
characterised  by processes  of   individualisation  which  demand active  contributions
and management  by  individuals,  a  political  economy of   insecurity  (e.g.   spread of







influential   in understanding young people's  experiences in  relation to  processes of
individualisation. Furlong and Cartmel's central claim is that we assist to a 'growing
disjuncture   between   objective   and   subjective   dimensions   of   life'   (p.5)   which
increasingly leads young people to seek individual solutions to structural issues. To
put   it   another  way,   the   concept  of   epistemological   fallacy  provides   an  analytical
framework to comprehend young people's experiences as constrained by institutional
changes,   globalisation   processes   and   social   formations   while   at   the   same   time
becoming  more   and  more   individualised.   In   turn,   young   people   understand   their
experiences on an individual level, taking personal responsibility for their successes




Furthermore,   youth   has   been   described   as   the   vanguard   of   a   new   type   of
capitalism which reorganises relations between private and public, work and play and
the   structuration   of   time   (Furlong   and  Kelly,   2005;   Furlong   and  Cartmel,   2007,
Woodman, 2012a). Sennett (2006) and Boltanski and Chiapello (2006) have outlined




on   two   different   transcripts,   one   emphasising   individual   actions   and   the   second
individual decisions and responsibility:
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These   universal   principles   include   general   well­being   and   progress,   efficiency,
emancipation   and   freedom   (p.13).   The   new   spirit   of   capitalism   characterised   by




wellbeing   can   best   be   advanced   by   liberating   individual   and
entrepreneurial skills within an institutional framework characterised





characteristics   of   neoliberal   ideology   is   to   hide   behind   a   'benevolent   mask   of











collectives   (pp.95­96).   In  his  more  recent  work,  Bourdieu  asserted   that  neoliberal
discourses   have   increasingly   become   dominant   'making   itself   true',   serving   the
economic  interests   the  ruling class  and  'adding  its  own symbolic   ­   force  to   those
power   relations'   (ibid.)   (see   also  Harvey,   2005   on   the   constitution   of   consent).
Bourdieu   and  Harvey's  works   are   very   useful   to   contextualise   the   development,
applications  and  transformations  of  neoliberal   theory  as  well  as   its  effects  on  the
social   body   in   different   countries.   Unfortunately,   a   detailed   engagement   with
neoliberal theory more broadly is outside the scope of this work.
Although an invaluable contribution to understand the contexts and consequences





work  on  power   and  governmentality   (1980,   1988,   1997,   2008,   2010)   as  well   as
research inspired by his work (see for example  Kelly and Harrison, 2009; McNay,
2009; Kelly, 2006, 2013), the current thesis aims to examine neoliberalism as an art of
government   (of  others  and  the  self)  and how this   ideology has  produced specific
individual   practices   and   understandings   of   the   self  by   actively   and   positively
mobilising narratives of personal autonomy, entrepreneurship and choice.









self­realised,   independent and choice maker’s selves  which in turn model  them as
active and ideal consumers. This body of work has been central to shed light on how
the  'positive'  and normative constitutions of young people (e.g.  as entrepreneurial,
successful   or   creative)   rely   upon   productive   ideas   of   freedom   and   choice,   and
























these   technologies   to   young   people   (Cassell   and   Cramer,   2007,  Buffardi   and
Campbell 2008, Livingstone, 2008; Driscoll and Greggs, 2008). Scholars have more
recently expressed caution regarding these binary perspectives which have led on one




practices  without   replacing   negative   stereotypes  with   positive   ones   (p.688)  (see
Chapter Two).
In   addition   to   overcoming   binary   understandings   of   young   people's   digital
practices,   the   current   thesis   encompasses   in   its   analysis   the   inscription   of   these





within  power   relations,   inequalities  and  commodification  (van  Dijck,  2009,  2013;
Fuchs, 2011, 2012, 2014;  Andrejevic, 2011;  Allmer, 2015).   This body of work has
outlined the cultural hegemony of platforms (and thus private corporations) such as
Facebook and examined the profit­driven character of social network platforms, some
even   describing   the   emergence   of   'platform   capitalism'   (see   Srnieck,   2016).   The
terminology   of   Web   2.0   (e.g.   'sharing',   'connectivity',   'participation')   has   been





on surveillance.  For   instance,   in  his  work on  peer   to  peer  surveillance,  risks,  and
governance,  Andrejevic (2005, 2007a) made an important contribution to efforts of
connecting   and   analysing   young   people's   digital   practices   with   broader   power
relations  and  neoliberal   forms  of  governmentality.  According   to  him,   information
gathering strategies deployed by private corporations or governmental organisations
have been  imported  into   the personal   realm.  Through  these  processes,   individuals
have been habituated to interactivity as a form of surveillance or as different forms of




study argues   that   these   technologies  provide  an   insightful  gateway  to  explore   the
impacts of social change and processes of globalisation on young people's lives.
Overview of the Thesis
The   current   thesis   aims   to   challenge   binary   understandings   of   young   people’s






























and   in   turn   mediate   organically   their   practices.   Their   practical   knowledge   and
relations to the social world are inscribed in the historical development of specific










(e.g.   corporate  monopoly,   neoliberal   governmentalities)   and   social   struggles   (e.g.
differentiation)   that   co­constitute   them.  Indeed,   by   examining   the  meanings   that
participants ascribed to their uses of social network sites as well as to the platforms






discussions  in  youth research and followed on recent  calls   in   the field to  provide
renewed   approaches   and   directions   to   research;   among   which   a   new   political
10
economy   of   youth   and   critical   youth   studies   (Coté,   2014b,   2016;   France   and
Threadgold,   2015;  Kelly   and  Kamp,  2015).  Finally,   the   thesis   is   inscribed  more






agency   and   social   structures   in   shaping   and   responding   to   these   processes.   The
chapter   then   reviews   a  more   recent   body   of  work   in   youth   research  which   has
attempted to bridge the historical divisions in the field of youth studies and advocated
different   (and   overlapping)   approaches   to   understand   young   people’s   lives;   for
example by  looking at  contemporary youth  through  the  lens  of  'social  generation'
(Woodman,  2012b,  Woodman and Wyn,  2014;  Woodman and Bennett,  2015),  of
critical studies (Kelly and Kamp, 2015; Woodman and Threadgold, 2015) or using a
political  economy perspective  (Coté,  2014b,  2016).  The chapter,   then drawing on
empirical   research,   examines   how   young   people's   lives   have   been   reshaped   by




particularly  on his  concept  of  habitus  as  well  and Foucault's  work on power and





Chapter  Two  introduces   the   existing  literature   on   young   people   and   digital
technologies, identifying the range of normative representations associated with the so
called   'digital   generation'.  Moving   away   from   binary   understandings   of   young
people's digital practices and from the concept of 'digital generation', Chapter Two
reviews theoretical and empirical studies which have demonstrated the complex and







concept   in  understanding mediated practices   in broader   (and asymmetrical)  power






monitoring   and   forms   of   neoliberal   governmentality   in   which   young   people's









the   empirical   data   collected   during   the   qualitative   interviews   and   the   literature
highlighted in the previous chapters. Chapter Four explores how social network sites
were   perceived   and   used   by   participants   as   'tools'   to   manage,   synchronise   and
coordinate different aspects of their lives and relationships.  It examines how young
adults negotiated social network sites and the range of opportunities and anxieties that
these   platforms   generated,   including   fears   of   missing   out   or   obligations   to   be
















study actively  used different social network sites to manage their   impressions and





By exploring  participants’  judgments   and  accounts  of  how other  people  used
social network sites, Chapter Six outlines the processes of differentiation that young
adults in the study engaged in when discussing their own practices on social network
sites.  These  processes  of  differentiation   appeared   in   relation   to   a   certain   idea  of






these  practices  were  not  only  based  on  the  processes  of  differentiation  described
above but  also on  the architecture and design of   the platforms,  the corporate and
economic   interests   of   private   corporations   and  neoliberal   discourses   emphasising
choice, compatibility and customisation.
Finally,  Chapter  Seven  looks  at  participants'  understandings  and practices  of
monitoring and profile­checking on social network sites, practices commonly reported
during   the   interviews.  To   begin  with,   the   chapter  explores   participants'   attitudes
towards governmental surveillance, professional vetting and corporate data profiling
in   relation   to  social  network   sites,   illustrating   the  diffusion  and  legitimation  of  a























particular  on  research  which  have examined how young people's   lives  have been
affected   by   globalisation   and  neoliberal   capitalism.   The   chapter,   then   outlines
Bourdieu's   theory of  practice and Foucault's  work on power and governmentality,
arguing that combining their analytical tools enable researchers to understand young






youth studies. By doing so,   the chapter  inscribes the current study within broader
sociological debates which focus on the relation between individual agency and social
structures as well as on the impacts of individualisation and social change on young
people's   lives.  While   acknowledging   the   contributions   of   these   debates   to   our
understandings of the complexity of young people's lives (and most importantly the
continuation of the role of traditional formations such as class, gender and race in
shaping  their   lives),   the current  study aims  to  look at  young people's  experiences
within   the   constitutions   of   subjectivities   and   the   power   relations   characterising




























recent   example  of   this   body  of  work   can   be   found   in   the   concept   of   'emerging
adulthood'   developed   by   Arnett   (2004).   The   concept   of   'emerging   adulthood'
formalised a 'new' stage of life­course, in effect an extension of the period of youth.
Arnett's  concept  has  been   largely  questioned  not  only  as  unhelpful   to  understand
young   people's   experiences   but   also   as   reinforcing   normative   understandings   of
adulthood (Furlong and Cartmel, 2007; Furlong, 2009b, Woodman and Wyn, 2014)
(see   discussion   below).   More   generally,   'youth'   has   been   constructed   at   the





1993b)  which   produces   discourses   and   often   informs   policies   directed   at   young





transitional   and   cultural   perspectives   correspond   to   broader   sociological   debates
(Woodman, 2009, Furlong, 2009a, Coffey and Farrugia, 2014, Coté, 2014a).  Youth
transitions have been for a long time understood as relatively linear and leading the
majority   of   the   time   to   the  establishment   of   vocational   identities.   From   the   70s







time and as   ‘navigations’   from the 90's,  a  metaphor  which  accentuates   individual
agency   and   subjectivity   (Furlong,   2009b,   pp.343­344).  The  youth   transitions   and
youth   culture  perspectives  which   emerged   and  were   shaped   by   this   context   are
discussed in turn. 
The   ‘youth   transitions’   perspective  has   traditionally   looked   at   young  people's
experiences in terms of transitions from education to employment (Furlong 2009a).
Studies   in   this   tradition,   often   drew   on   large­scale   quantitative   and   longitudinal
research and  put  an emphasis  on how social   factors  and structures  such as  class,
gender   and   ethnicity   constrained   and   shaped   young   people’s   life­chances   and
18
opportunities  (Roberts,  1995; Evans and Furlong,  1997;  Jones,  2002;  Furlong and
Cartmel, 2007). Over the last two decades, the focus of ‘youth transitions’ has been
displaced from an attention to transitions from school to work to a broader focus on
young people’s experiences  in  the different contexts of  their   lives,   including  their
experiences of the welfare system, their personal relationships and their leisure and
consumption practices (Thomson et al. 2002, Henderson et al, 2006, Thomson, 2007,
Roberts,  2009).  In doing so,  scholars have demonstrated the complexity of young































analysed   youth   subcultures   in   relation   to   class   and   the   way   in   which   cultural
hegemony is structurally and historically maintained (p.xxxiii). This body of work has
analysed specific youth subcultures (e.g. such as 'mod' or ‘rastas') within the political

















the   labour  market,   their   roles   as   consumers   in   an   environment  made   up   of   the
conflicting  demands  and  global  uncertainty   (p.131).  The   constraints   listed  above,
Beck and Beck­Gernsheim (2001) argued, require ‘active management’ and ‘social
reflexion’;   which   they   defined   as   ‘the   processing   of   contradictory   information,
dialogue,   negotiation,   compromise’   (p.26).   Individualisation,   therefore,   'not   only
permit   but   they   also   demand   an   active   contribution   by   individuals'   (p.4).   These







not  necessarily   imply   freedom as  young people  do  not  control   the  circumstances
under which choice is exercised (Brannen and Nilsen, 2005; Furlong and Cartmel,
2007;  du  Bois  Reymond,  2009;  Furlong,  2009a,  2015,  Farrugia,  2013).  To say  it
another way, young people actively and reflexively act upon, revise and negotiate




We   suggest   that   life   in   late   modernity   revolves   around   an
epistemological   fallacy:   although   social   structures,   such   as   class,









responsibility   taken   on   an   individual   level.   The   reading   of   Beck's   theory   of
individualisation  described above and  the  concept  of  epistemological   fallacy  have
been very influential in youth studies and useful to reconcile the dichotomy between






young  people's   lives.  This   allowed   scholars   to   establish   and   safeguard   a  middle­
ground   position   between   structure   and   agency   (p.244)   (see   also   Roberts,   2010,
Threadgold,   2011,  Woodman   and  Threadgold,   2015   regarding   the   use   of  Beck's
















changes   which   characterise   different   generations  (see   also   Woodman,   2012b,
Woodman and Wyn,  2014).  Other  scholars  have advocated   the  use of  Bourdieu's
theory   of   practice   to   overcome   the   enduring   dichotomy   between   ‘structures   vs






analysis  more specifically   in   the political  and economic relations of  power which
shape young people's experiences. More recently, a few studies in youth research has




how   young   adults’   leisure   practices  were   shaped   by   global   corporations   of   the
entertainment industry as well as by national and local policies. They demonstrated
how   young   people’s   cultural   practices,   both   mainstream   and   alternative,   were
informed  by  social  as  well   as   economic,   corporate  and  political   factors   (see  also
Hollands, 2015). However, Chatterston and Hollands' work has been an exception in a
body of youth research which has under­looked or left in the background the political






important   in   a   context   in   which  private   corporations   have   become   a   pervasive
structural force in shaping young people's practices. Youth subcultures, fashion and
lifestyle have been commodified and permeated by private companies and businesses.
(Blackman,   2005;   Harris,   2008;   Coté,   2014a).  Even   symbols   of  anti­capitalist
movements and of youth resistance to mainstream society have been appropriated by
marketers ‘in the 'resistance as display and consumption' marketing archetype’ (Coté,
2014a,   p.207).  Winlow   and  Hall   (2009)   for   example,   demonstrated   how   young
people's practices of identity work in northeast England were deeply embedded in a
consumer culture.  Even though most  of young people described their  practices  as
individual decisions,  even sometimes in order to adopt ‘rebel identities'  or subvert
consumption,  these   choices   in   fact  'sustain   and   fuel   consumerism   by   restricting
agency to a choice between items rather than a choice to consume or not to consume'
(ibid.  p.97,   see  also  Bauman,  1999).   In  other  words,  corporate   capitalism shapes
young people’s lives by creating a wide range of trends that young people can select
from   and   encouraging   them   to   adopt   specific   lifestyles.  However,   lifestyles   and









above,   the   current   study   sees   young   people   as   actively   making   choices   and
negotiating their lives (showing agency and reflexivity). These choices draw on the








al.   2002,   Webster   et   al,   2004,   MacDonald   and   Marsh,   2005,   Shildrick,   and
MacDonald, 2006, Henderson et al, 2006; Furlong and Cartmel, 2007; Roberts, 2007,





Research  has   shown   that   in   the   last   decades   an   increasing  number  of   young




UK (Furlong,  2009a),   class,   race  and  gender   remain  determinants   in  how  young
people choose their educational pathways and in their attainments (Reay et al. 2001;














as   solutions   to   youth   unemployment   (France,   2016,   pp.82­83,   see   also  Standing,
2011).   This   has   in   effect   transferred   responsibility   from   the   institutional   to   the
individual level.
Furthermore,   a   number   of   studies  has   documented   the   increase   of   youth
unemployment  (Furlong and Kelly,  2005, France,  2016) as well  as   the rising gap
between   education   attainment   and   job  opportunities   in   the  UK and  other  OECD
countries, resulting in forms of underemployment (MacDonald, 2011, Shildrick et al.,














of   such  schedules  have   impacted  young  people's   ability   to   share   time  with   their
significant others by rendering difficult  to synchronise their timetables with others
(Woodman,   2011,   2012a,   2013).  As   a   result,   young   people   increasingly  have   to
actively manage their  schedules  in order  to  find periods of shared time  with their
friends,   family   members   and   significant   others   (ibid).  In   this   context,   mobile
technologies   and  new media  by  allowing  young  people   to   spontaneously  arrange
meetings   with   friends   and   maintain   social   connections   can   be   understood   as
'coordinating   devices'   which   help   to   and   even   are   necessary   to   resolve   the
desynchronisation of the everyday and individualisation of schedules. However, these
technologies  also   encourage   the   blurring   of   work   and   non­work   time   in   turn
contributing to further desynchronisation (Woodman and Wyn, 2014, p.132).
A   large   body   of   research   has   been   dedicated   to   understand   young   people's
personal relationships in the context of these social changes. Research has indicated
that   social   factors   such   as   gender,   ethnicity   and   class   still   impact   on   personal








stressed on with the concept  of pure relationship (e.g.  choice,  compatibility)  have
27
pervaded public discourses and reshaped normative expectations and understandings
of   intimate   relationships  and  friendships   (Jamieson,  1998;  Pahl,  2000;  Chambers,
2013). This body of work sheds light on the accounts of young adults in the study
regarding their friending practices on social network sites (see Chapter Six). 
The   social   trends   highlighted   above   have   been   exacerbated   by   the   global
economic crisis in 2008 (see France, 2016). Evidence   has   also   shown   that   young
people’s  mental  health  and emotional  wellbeing have declined in   the last  decades
(Kelly, and Pike 2017).  Pressures to achieve educational success and self­realisation
(West, 2009), competitive labour market and education system as well as uncertainty,
austerity   and   unemployment   have   resulted   to   an   increase   in   stress   and   anxieties
experienced  by  young  people  (Evans   and  Furlong,   1997;  Henderson  et   al.   2006;
Furlong and Cartmel,  2007;  Wyn,  2009;  Furlong,  2013,  Duffy,  2017).  Neoliberal
discrepancy  between   expectations   and   social   realities   have  been   said   to   have   an
important role in this worsening. Indeed, discourses focusing on individual choice,
personal   development,   responsibility   and   meritocracy   have   led   to   a   growing
disjuncture   between   subjective   perceptions   and   objective   conditions,   increasingly
putting pressure on individuals (Furlong and Cartmel, 2007, Threadgold, 2011).  For
instance,   in   their  work   on   young  women's   perceptions   of   their   transitions   from
education to work, Wyn et al. (2017) found that, although young women anticipated
struggles   in   combining   their   professional   careers  with   having   a   family   life,   they
understood their   'options'  in  terms of individual choice and opportunities.  In other
words, young people perceive an increasing amount of opportunities and a greater
scope for individual choice in their lives, rendering invisible the role of social factors
in shaping these opportunities,  which in  turn generate  feelings  of greater  personal





'in   the  vanguard  of   the   ranks  of   this  new kind  of   flexible  worker'   (p.127)  while
Standing (2011) argued that youth have a significant representation in the 'precariat'.
However, this is not to say that precariousness is experienced only by young people or
in the same ways by all  young people.  These experiences  are  informed by social
formations such as class, gender and race (Furlong and Kelly, 2005). Experiences of
precariousness   have   spread   to   certain   sections   of  middle­class   youth,   especially
educated  young people  with  qualifications   in   social   sciences,  humanities  and arts
subjects   (McRobbie,  2016,  p.37).   In  accordance with  Standing  (2011),  McRobbie
argued that the careers and prospects of this group are characterised by uncertainty
(ibid.)  For   this  population,   experiences   of   precariousness  have   been   significantly
impacted by  the spread of  digital   technologies  and  the Internet  which  led  to  new
forms of amateur and semi­professional production and the celebration of ‘creativity',




industries,   'reputation becomes a key commodity'   (Conor et  al,  2015, p.10) which
heavily rely upon informal networking and self­promotion (Coté  and Pybus, 2011,
Greggs, 2011). Critiques have highlighted that these activities, often undertook with a








composed   of   middle   class   young   people   with   qualifications   in   social   sciences,
humanities and arts subjects and sometimes with ambitions to work in the cultural and
creative industries.





The   current   study  draws  on   the  works  of  Bourdieu   and  Foucault   arguing   that   a
combination of both theoretical inputs is useful to understand young people's lives
within the power relations and contexts in which they take place. Bourdieu's theory of
practice and especially his  concept of habitus,  sheds  light  on how young people's







The work  of  Foucault  on power  and knowledge adds   to  Bourdieu's   theory  of
practice.   In  my  view,  Foucault   provides  great   insights   to   understand  how young
people's habitus and practical relations to their social environments are informed by
neoliberal   governmentalities   and   permeated   by   historical   relations   of   power.
Foucault's   body   of  work   provides   analytical   tools   to   understand   young   people's
experiences as embedded in broader power relations and discourses (regimes of truth)
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which  actively  and  productively  shape   their   engagement   with   others   and   their
understandings of the self.
Pierre Bourdieu: The Lens of Practice
Pierre  Bourdieu's   theory   of   practice   (1977,   1984,   1986,   1990a,   1998a)   has   been
profoundly influential in social sciences broadly and youth studies more specifically
and often used  to  overcome the  longstanding dichotomy in social   theory between
structures and agency (Furlong et al., 2011; Cieslik and Simpson, 2013, Woodman





Throughout  his   career,  Bourdieu  has  developed a   theory  of  practice   in  which
social agents operate and are situated in different ‘fields’ which compose the social
world.   These   fields   can   be   understood   as   semi­autonomous   spaces   regulated   by
specific rules and power relations. Social agents'  practices as well as the extent to




Bourdieu's   model   is   inherently   relational.   Furthermore,   Bourdieu’s   concept   of






dominant  middle   class  while   delegitimising   taste   and   culture   associated  with   the
dominated class,  often disregarded as  ‘vulgar’  and ‘worthless’.  Symbolic  violence
operates through the internalisation by the latter of the dominant classiﬁcations and
meanings as legitimate (p.9). In this way, Bourdieu directs researchers to look at the
relations  of  power  underlying   the   legitimacy  of  cultural  practices  and how social
agents understand their own practices within these relations. As Skeggs (2015) puts it:
Orientation to  consuming  rather than the consumption  of an object or
event  may   be  more   important   for   understanding   the   relations   and














which   generate   and   organize   practices   and   representations   (1990a,
p.53). 



















the   dichotomy   between   agency   and   social   structures   by   situating   social   agents’
practices in active and practical relations to their social environments:
'Subjects'   are   active   and  knowing   agents   endowed  with   a   practical
sense, that is, an acquired system of preferences of principles of vision





situation   –  what   is   called   in   sport   a   'feel'   for   the   game,  which   is
inscribed in the present state of play. (1998a, p.25)
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In   others   words,   the   habitus   which   generated   'regulated   improvisations'   is







more  depth   (see  Woodman  and Threadgold,  2015;  France  and Threadgold,  2015;
Wyn et al, 2017).  Threadgold (2011), for example put an emphasis on the idea of
‘blips’  in the habitus;  that is moments in which the habitus is out of phase (what
Bourdieu   called   the   ‘hysteresis’   of   the  habitus   (1977,   p.83)).   In   those  moments,
individuals’ habitus can be torn, dislocated from the fields they have to inhabit as they
move between fields which lead to experiences of suffering or forms of reflexivity
(Woodman   and   Threadgold,   2015,   p.562).   Adkins   (2003)   highlighted   a   similar
understanding of reflexivity as the results of a ‘a lack of fit between habitus and field,
that is, when there is discord between the previously routine adjustment of subjective
and objective structures’  (p.26).  In  this  way, movements  across fields  can  lead to






match   and   respond   to   these   demands.   Bourdieu   (1998b)   himself   recognised   the
emergence of such ‘destabilized habitus’ (p.98) produced by structural violence which
he   contends   convincingly   is   provoked   by   a   permanent   state   of   insecurity   and
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neoliberal policies. However, this  'destabilisation' creates specific subjectivities and


















and because it   is  the site of what Foucault  called ‘subjectivation’ –








Throughout his  work, Foucault  has been interested in  the relationship between






















work.  However,   Foucault   never   supported   an   annihilation   of   the   subject,   on   the
contrary   the   subject   has   an   active   role   through   processes   of   subjectivation.   The
technologies of the self depend on active forms of subjectivation and self­regulation
and not  a  passive  compliance.   Indeed,  Foucault  understands  power  not  as  having
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solely 'negative effects' such as repression or exclusion but on the contrary as positive,
‘productive   and  creative’   (1977a,  p.194).   In   this  way,  power  produces  pleasures,

















Foucault,   power   is   not   antithetical   of   freedom.  Similarly,  Rose   (1989)  described






interactions.   To   describe   it   Foucault   draws   on   the   broad  meaning   of   the  word
‘government’ in the 16th century:
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"Government"   did   not   refer   only   to   political   structures   or   to   the

















the  enterprise   form  is  diffused  within  every  aspect  of   the  social  body,  producing
specific   forms  of  government  of   the  self  and others   (techniques  and  procedures).
Furthermore, neoliberalism as art of government is not goal­oriented toward a society
of   consumption   revolving   around   ‘uniformity   of   the   commodity   but   towards   the














not  on   the  notion  of  commodity.  This   is  a  very   important  point  which  has  been
discussed by McNay (2009). According to her, the notion of enterprise allows to
understand the commodification of subjective experience not so much










used Foucault’s  analytical  framework to understand  the construction of ‘youth’   in
relation   to   neoliberal   governmentalities.   He   has   shown   that   youth   has   been
predominantly constructed within the framework of risk, as either being at risk and in
need of protection or taking risky behaviours and in need of supervision (Kelly, 2001,




young people's   lives   (Kelly,  2003;  Muncie,  2004;  Valentine,  2004;  McCahill  and
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‘power,   strength   or   virtue,   or   celebrate   their   innate   creativity   or   revolutionary
potential'   (Sukarieh and Tannock,  2011,  pp.688­689).  By  implication   the  ‘can­do’
versus ‘at risks’ social discourses generate 'truths' about what young people should
aim to be and become as adults: 
Youth  at­risk,   in   its  negativity,   illuminates   the  positivity  that   is   the
entrepreneurial Self. That is, the discourses that construct youth at­risk






permeated   by  neoliberal   governmentality   relying  on   the   notion   of   enterprise   and




of   the   self   as   entrepreneurial   focusing   on   values   and   imperatives   such   as
responsibility,   individual   choice,   autonomy,   freedom,   achievement   and   reflexivity
(Kelly, 2006; Griffin, 2010) which in turn encourage specific forms of government of
others   (e.g.  monitoring,   competition)   and   of   the   self   (e.g.   self­monitoring,   self­
improvement).
Neoliberal  governmentalities  have  also  been  explored   in   relation   to  normative
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ideas   of   youth   and   femininity   (Walkerine,   2003;  Harris,   2004;  McRobbie,   2007;
Ringrose, 2007;  Dobson, 2012). Harris, (2004), for instance, described how young
women   have   been   the   ‘vanguard   of   new   subjectivity’   in   contemporary   society
revolving around discourses  of   ‘can­do women’  and  ‘girl  power’  which  celebrate
women for their resilience, desire, determination and confidence (p.1). The neoliberal





makers   who   approach  work,   education   and   family   as   a   series   of
personally calculated and flexible options (p. 485)
In this context, young women are pressured to conform and to reinvent themselves
(i.e.  via   technologies of  the self)  as successful and ‘can­do’ girls.  The impacts of





and   historical   discourses   ('regimes   of   truth')   which   generate   specific   forms   of
'governmentality'.   These   discourses   constrain   but   also   importantly   positively





shaped   the   field   of   youth   studies,   acknowledging   their   contributions   to   our
understandings of young people's lives. One of the most notable contribution of the
body  of  work   in   the   field  of   youth   studies  has  been   to   evidence   the   continuous
impacts  of   social   formations   (e.g.   class,   race   and   gender)   in   reproducing   social
inequalities and shaping young people's lives. In this context, the current study aims
to  contribute   to  knowledge by  looking more  specially  at   the  power   relations  and





how   the   broader   power   relations   and   discourses   which   characterised   these














researching   contemporary   youth   and   to   examine   young   people's   practices   and
subjectivities in the power relations in which they are inscribed. 
The current  chapter   first  provides  a  brief  overview of   the   literature  on  young
people and social network sites, identifying the normative and binary understandings
(e.g.   online   vs   offline;   discourses   on   empowerment   vs   risks)   of  what   has   been
described   as   the   'digital   generation'.   The   chapter   then   moves   beyond   these
dichotomies and outlines a more recent body of work which examines the complexity
of young people's digital practices and understands them as embedded in and shaped
by   social   formations   and   technological   affordances   (such   as  peer   socialisation,
narratives of growing up or networked publics).
Drawing   on   the   literature   in   the   field   of   media   and   communication   and
surveillance,   the second section of   this  chapter   reviews  the concept  of  mediation,
putting an emphasis on its usefulness to grasp young people's engagement with social
network sites as a dialectical process between social  formations and technological
affordances.   The   chapter   argues   that   empirical   studies   of   young   people's   digital
practices (and in particular of the 'digital generation') have neglected to examine the







of neoliberal  capitalism.  The chapter provides  a brief overview of  this  context by




neoliberal   forms   of   governmentality   (see  Chapter  One)   in  which   young   people's
digital   practices   are   inscribed   (e.g.   self­monitoring,   peer   monitoring,   checking
practices).
Overall,   this   chapter   asserts   that   young   people's   digital   practices   cannot   be
understood in isolation of this context and the power relations that characterise and
shape it. By reviewing the ongoing discussions regarding young people's engagement







have   often   been   discussed   in   different   ways   by   scholars   and   sometimes
interchangeably described as ‘social media’, 'social networking sites', 'social network




defined   social   network   sites   as   ‘networked   communication   platforms   in   which
participants: 


































generation'  (see for example  Tapscott,  1998;  Holloway and Valentine,  2003;  for a
critique see  Buckingham, 2006  or  Herring, 2007).  The digital  generation has been
depicted   through  two oppositional  broad binary  narratives,  one  dystopian  and  the
other utopian (Buckingham, 2007; boyd, 2010). 
The dystopian perspective over­emphasises the risks, that otherwise exist, within
digital   practices.   For   example,   this   approach   focuses   on   the   dangers   posed   by








strangers   and   potential   predators,   especially   young  women   (Cassell and   Cramer,































guidelines;   'the   discursive   construction   of   e­kids,   the  muting   of   schoolchildren’s




with  Kelly's   (2006)   analysis   of   discourses   of  Youth   at  Risk   and   the  Self   as   an













technologies   (Buckingham,   2007;   boyd,   2014).   Such  discourses   often   drew   on








2005,  Livingstone and Bovill,  2011,   see  Selwyn,  2003  for  an  overview of  policy
making in this area). Research initially focused attention on inequalities of access to




Dijk, 2014) or a  'second­level digital divide'  (Hargittai,  2002). Quantitative studies
have shown that  users with higher   levels of education and higher socio­economic
backgrounds tended to reproduce the types of capitals they possessed through their
uses (DiMaggio et al., 2004; Hargittai, 2003, 2008;  Zillien and Hargittai,  2009) and
were more likely to undertake  'capital  enhancing' or  information seeking activities



























et  al.   (2010),   for  example,  have focused on practices  of   'geeking out'  which   they
described as 'intense commitment or engagement with media or technology' coupled
with ''high levels of specialized knowledge attached to alternative models of status
and credibility  and a  willingness   to  bend or  break  social  and  technological   rules'
(pp.65­66). However, geeking out, interests­based communities or fandom practices
are not the mainstream (Ito et al, 2010;  Jenkins et al, 2016).  Since the mid 2000’s
social   network   sites   such   as   MySpace,   Bebo,   Facebook   and   then   Twitter   and
Instagram have spread to the detriment of the types of sites described above (see van




A  considerable  body  of   research  on   the   Internet   and  more   recently  on   social
network   sites   has   focused   on   the  performance   of   identities  and   impression
management  following pioneer studies (especially the work of Sherry Turkle, 1995,
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1996).  These   studies   often   drew   on   the  work   of  Goffman   and   his   sociology   of
symbolic interactions to understand online identity construction. Papacharissi (2002),
for example, used his work on The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life (1959), to
make   sense  of  how people  present   themselves  on   their  personal  homepages.  She
demonstrated how people were presenting and performing a carefully crafted version
of   themselves   in   front   of   different   audiences.   More   recently,  Mendelson   and
Papacharissi (2010) used Goffman to examine students' uses of photo galleries as an
instrument of self­presentation while Lewis et al (2008) have used his work to explore







understand   digital   practices  which   need   instead   to   be   comprehended   as   part   of
everyday life (Bakardjieva, 2005; Silverstone, 2005; Beer, 2008; Livingstone, 2008;
West   et   al,   2009).  Furthermore,   some   scholars   argued   that   a  Goffman   analytical
framework often   fails  short   to   shed   light  on   the  power   relations   in  which  digital










2013;  Marwick   and   boyd,   2014).  To   do   so,   she  has  used   ethnographic  methods
including online participant­observation and content analysis of teens’ social network
sites  and profiles,  offline  participant­observation  and semi­structured  ethnographic


















(p.444).   (see   discussion   below   on  mediation).  Furthermore,   boyd   suggested   and
demonstrated that young people's uses of social network site were not homogeneous
and   depend   on   the   social,   economic   and   cultural   contexts   in   which   they   are
embedded.   In   this   way,   boyd's   work   has   been   very   influential   in   social  media
research. While some aspects of boyd's work can be criticised, especially regarding












and   study,   and   flexibility   increasingly   desynchronise   their   schedules   (Woodman,
2012, 2013, see Chapter One). 
Research suggested that young people's identity work on social network sites was
closely   connected   to   processes   of   'growing   up'   and   normative   understandings   of
adulthood. Drawing on qualitative interviews with young Australians in combination








decorated,   stylistically­elaborate   identity'   on   social   network   sites   whereas   older







key  mechanisms   through  which   young   people  made   accessible   and   visible   their
narratives of transition and growing up (Robards, 2012). These studies have provided

















and expressions  on social  network sites  need  to  be analysed using a Foucauldian
understanding  of  power   in  which  neoliberal   forms  of  governmentality   and power
relations   produce   specific   forms   of   individuality.   This   way,   values   such   as
entrepreneurship,   responsibility   and   individuality   are   actively   invested   by   young
people and translated in different ways in their everyday uses and understandings of
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social   network   sites   (see  Chapter  Five).  Thus,   it   seems   essential   to   examine   the
broader discourses and forms of governmentalities in which young people's practices
and understandings of the different platforms were inscribed.


























tends   to   put   a   great   emphasis  on   the   role   of   technologies   in   shaping   social
interactions,   adopting   a   techno­determinist   perspective   whereas   the   second   one
presents a   'desocialised view of  technology'  describing technology as what  people
choose to make of it and essentially value free (Buckingham, 2007, p.11). These two
perspectives have been criticised (Fuchs, 2008; van Dijck, 2009; Allmer, 2015) and
replaced  by  new  approaches  which   aim  to  understand   the  dialectical   relationship






and   economic   structures   of   power   which   shape   young   people's   practices   and






an   overview).   Following   this   claim,   this   section   briefly   reviews   the   concept   of








In   other   words,   mediation   aims   to   grasp   the   processes   in   which   media   of
communication   transform   social   practices  while   at   the   same   time   being   socially
shaped themselves. For example, Chambers (2013) used the concept of mediation in




mediation is  a fruitful way to understand and analyse the social  in relation to  the
technological and vice versa. The concept of mediation is also useful to understand
the phenomenon of  'echo chambers'  or  'filter  bubble'  (see  Pariser,  2011).  Users of
social network sites  tend to follow,  like or  interact with people,  pages, posts,  etc.
which are  in agreement with their  views and with which they identify,  generating
spaces which confirm their existing world­views. This phenomenon, accentuated by
the algorithms of social network sites which tailor information accordingly to users'
tastes   and  previous   actions  on   the  platforms,  has  been   said   to   reinforce  people's
identification with specific interests as well as their sense of difference from others
(Lievrouw, 2001).  In this context, the concept of mediation allows to comprehend
echo chambers  within a  dialectical   relationship between  the  technological  and  the
social,   instead   of   conceiving   this   phenomenon   as   primarily   the   product   of
technologies and algorithms. The latter play a significant part in selecting the content
that  users  are  exposed  to  or  suggesting  new contacts,  however  algorithms do not
entirely determine the people users choose to be part of their networks. In this way,
Wohn and Bower (2016) argued, algorithms act  'merely a secondary filter, [..] the







by young people was mediated simultaneously by  their  social  circles  (e.g.   trusted
friends)  and   technological   affordances   (e.g.   content  displayed  on  social  network's
newsfeeds). boyd (in Jenkins et al., 2016) also discussed the effects of what she called
'bubble communities'  putting an emphasis  on how  social  network sites  effectively
mediate existing privileges and class divisions by exposing young people to certain
types   of   content   which   in   turn   become   normative   for   them.   For   example,   she
explained how young people with a more privileged background would be socialised
to social  norms corresponding  to   the ones  of  their  privileged networks while   less
privileged young people were exposed to content with anti­educational agendas as a





Henderson et al,  2002; Ling, 2004;  Goggin,  2006) and in which,  some suggested,










touching on power relations  with his  description of  the ordering of   the everyday,
Silverstone's work on mediation has been criticised for lacking depth and disregarding
the macro level in which mediation processes were inscribed. Couldry (2008), for
example,   suggested   that   Silverstone's   definition   did   not   capture   the  asymmetric
relations of power between the different actors of the mediation process (for example
the  weight of private corporations)  but rather  implied a conversation and linearity
between   them.  Livingstone   (2009)   addressed   a   similar   critique   and   outlined   the
importance of grasping how mediation plays out at both micro and macro level. In
other words, according to her, mediation occurs through the microprocesses of social
interactions,   the  macrohistorical  shifts   in   institutional   relations  of  power   and   the
relationship between both levels (p.10, my emphasis). While being useful to examine
the   microprocesses   of   mediation,   Silverstone's   concept   does   not   provide   the
appropriate scope to analyse the political economy and the power relations in which
these processes are grounded (Livingstone, 2009). Likewise, Beer (2008) emphasised
the  need   for   future   research   about   social   network   sites   to   take   into   account   'the
software and concrete infrastructures, the capitalist organisations, the marketing and














software  as   a   continually­updated   service   that  gets  better   the  more
people  use   it,   consuming and  remixing data   from multiple   sources,
including individual users, while providing their own data and services






only   the   shift   described   above   but   also   the   terminology   used   and   its   underlying
motives. Fuchs (2011), for instance, put an emphasis on the social and communicative
functions   fulfilled   by   the   Internet   right   from   its   creation   (e.g.   e­mail   technology
created   in   the  1970s).  Not  only   the  dichotomy  between   'old'   (passive)   and   'new'
(participatory)  characteristics  of  World  Wide Web does  not  accurately   reflect   the
continuities   between  Web  1.0   and   2.0   but   it   also   conceals   important  social   and
economic power relations, social inequalities and corporate interests (van Dijck, 2009,




ideology   that   serves  market   and   corporate   interests   (Fuchs,  2008;   van  Dijck   and
Nieborg,   2009),  often   defined   and   reinforced   by   professional   elites   (Beer   and







van Dijck,  2009,  2013;  Allmer,  2015).  In  the Culture of  Connectivity:  A Critical
History of Social  Media,  van Dijck  (2013) demonstrated how  Web 2.0 discourses
using terms such as 'connectedness', 'participation' ‘sharing’ ‘friending’ and ‘liking’
have promoted and spread the idea of a 'social' Web while pursuing economic vested








urgently reinscribing debates  about   the  information society within  the relations  of
exploitation which characterise it. In these relations, users of social network sites are
positioned   both   as   producers   and   consumers   of   content   (described   sometimes   as
'prosumers' see Fuchs, 2012). Besides producing and consuming content, users also
generate   a   large   amount   of   data   about   their   browsing   and   private   and   public
communications   (known   as  metadata).  All   personal   data   (user­created   and   user­
generated data)  is collected by the private corporations which own social network






the   neoliberal   ideology   of   the   market   as   Harvey   (2005)   explained.   Indeed,




money­making ambitions (Gillepsie,  2010).  However,   the  power relations between





like button on Facebook)  that   they use to  make their  platforms efficient   tools  for
collecting valuable and exploitable personal data. For example, in their work on social
media,  gender  and sexuality,  Burgess  et  al   (2016) critically  examined how social
media companies incorporated different types of gender categories into the design of
their platforms. Facebook's fluid gender categories (outside the male/female binary)










then  the  common­sense  notion of  exploitation   is  no  longer   in  play;
exploitation   entails   coercion.   The   contribution   of   critical political
economy is to discern the ways in which relations of power and hence
forms of coercion structure the terms of so­called free exchange (p.93).
In this  context,  Andrejevic (2007b) developed the concept of  'digital  enclosure'   to
'trace   the   relationship   between   a   material,   spatial   process—the   construction   of
networked, interactive environments—and the private expropriation of information'
(p.293). This concept of 'enclosure' is helpful to shed light on the specific types of
data   collection,   control   and   exploitation   enabled   by   private   corporations   which
enclose   digital   practices.  Srnicek   (2016)   exposed   a   similar   convergence   between
corporate profit­making and surveillance in his analysis of what he called 'platform



























that   the   surveillance   is   permanent   in   its   effects,   even   if   it   is
discontinuous in its action, that the perfection of power should tend to
render its actual exercise unnecessary (Foucault, 1975, p.201).
The   Panopticon   has   been   criticised   for   putting   an   over­emphasis   on   top   down
hierarchical or institutional forms of surveillance and focusing mostly on the “gaze”
of the surveillance (i.e.  the watchers) rather  than the surveilled (see  Haggerty and
Ericson, 2006 or Lyon, 2006 for details on the critiques addressed to the Panopticon).
However,  Foucault  (2010)  never intended to focus solely on top­down institutional







form'   (p.   205).   In   other  words,   Foucault   in   a  Weberian  manner,   employed   the
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neoliberal  capitalism  today.  In  other  words,   surveillance  has   to  be  comprehended
within a critical analysis of its political economy (under neoliberal capitalism) as well




an   assemblage   (Haggerty   and  Ericson,   2000),   as   bottom­up   (Mann   et   al,   2003),
horizontal (Albrechtslund, 2008, Andrejevic, 2007a, Marwick, 2012, Trottier, 2012)

















inscribed   more   explicitly   these   techniques   within   neoliberal   forms   of
governmentality:
Individuals are expected to cultivate their self­presentations and shape
their   demeanour   according   to   socially   acceptable   standards   while
always  articulating   the  construction  and  performance  of   identity   as
freely chosen. However, at the same time as offering personal choices,
these networks require meticulous and conscientious management of








learnt   to  bypass   'the  deceptive  character'   of   the  platforms   and  grown  'reflexively













Furthermore,   Foucault's   conceptualisation   of   power   as  producing   effects   and






Only  a   few scholars  have  looked and understood surveillance  as  pleasurable  (see
Albrechtslund and Dubbeld, 2005; Ellerbrok, 2011; Finn, 2012;  Beer and Burrows,
2013).  Albrechtslund   and   Dubbeld   (2005),   for   example,   outlined   how   digital






playfully   interacted   with   some   of   the   platforms'   features   (e.g.   for   example   by




‘prosumption'   (i.e.   data   both   produced   and   consumed  by   users)   inscribed   in   the




sites) while at   the same time data  itself  can also be a resource used for play and
entertainment   (e.g.   personal   or   social   data   used   to   generate   visualisations   or
quantifications). Following a similar line of inquiry, Whitson (2013) examined the
intersections   between   gamification   and   surveillance   using   the   example   of   the
quantified  self.   In   this  context,   she  defined  gamification  as   the   integration  of   the
playful design and feedback mechanisms from games into applications and platforms.






an   emphasis   on   personal   fulfilment   and   improvement   while   promising   fun.   In
addition,  playful   features   and   uses   of   digital   technologies  have   been   shown   to






departing   from   representations   of   FR   as   technologies   of   control   used   in   airport
security  checks to  benign friendly consumer technologies  that   'speaks  to  pleasure,
convenience,   and   personal   entertainment'   (p530).   Play,   as   the   studies   highlighted
above   demonstrated,   is   a   very   useful   way   of   conceptualising   young   people's
engagement with social network sites and in particular with surveillance. More so as it
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identified  the   normative   representations   and   limitations   of   the   so­called   'digital
generation'. It has provided an overview of qualitative studies (e.g. boyd, 2006, 2007,
2010,2014; boyd and Marwick, 2011; Livingstone, 2008; Robards, 2012; Lincoln and




useful   to  comprehend young people's  engagement with  social  network  sites  as  an
ongoing   relation   and   negotiation   between   social   formations   and   technological
affordances.   It   then   reviewed  more   recent   studies  which   have   adopted   a   critical
perspective on technology and examined the transformations of the World Wide Web
(Web 2.0) and more specifically social network sites within the broader context of
neoliberal   capitalism.  This  body  of  work  has  put   an  emphasis  on   the  underlying
economic   interests,  market   ideology   and   power   of   private   corporations   such   as
Facebook as well as on the emergence and spread of a culture of monitoring informed







with  young   adults   aged  20­25,   living   in  Glasgow.  These   interviews   incorporated

















To put  it  another way,  the social world is  perceived, acted upon and experienced
subjectively by social agents in relation to specific contexts and social interactions.
Accordingly,   the research  follows an  interpretivist  epistemological   tradition which
70
focuses on the meanings that people attach to their experiences and how they perceive





by my academic and personal  biography,  elements  which  are   important   to   reflect
upon (Mauthner and Doucet, 2003, p. 420). The current study has been influenced by










appreciation   functioning   as   instruments   of   reality   construction’   (p.80).   To   say   it
differently, when my participants accounted for their individual practices and personal
experiences,   I   understood   these   as   practical   understandings   which   reflected   the





to   broader   forms   of   power   (e.g.   corporate   power,   neoliberal   forms   of
71
governmentality), the study has been shaped by Foucault’s work and ensuing critical
concerns   regarding  the   relations  of  power   in  which  young people’s  practices  and




The   research   strategy   adopted   for   the   current   research   clearly   departs   from









and how  they negotiate   the  platforms   in   their  everyday   lives  and  transitions   (see
Livingstone,  2002,  2008;  boyd,  2006,  2007,  2010,  2014;   Ito  et  al.,  2010;  Pascoe,
2010; Ringrose, 2010; Robards, 2010, 2012; Dobson, 2011, 2012; Ellison and boyd,
2013; Bennett and Robards, 2014; Lincoln and Robards, 2014; Marwick and boyd,
2014;  Vromen et  al.  2015;  Berriman and Thomson,  2015;  Robards  and   Lincoln,
2016).  Ito et al (2010), for example, conducted a three­year ethnographic study in the
United States to explore how American teenagers made sense of new media in the
context  of   their  everyday  lives.  boyd (2006,  2007,  2010,  2011a,  2014) conducted
similar ethnographic work to explore how young American used social network sites
in   their   everyday   lives   and   how   these   platforms   impacted   on   their   identity







of   recent   studies   in   youth   sociology   have   continued   to   explore   young   people's
subjective experiences, the meanings that they ascribed to their experiences and their
negotiations   of   their   everyday   lives   adopting   a   qualitative   approach,   often   using
ethnography and/or semi­structured interviewing as part of their design (see research
by McLeod, 2000; Brannen and Nilsen 2002; Evans, 2002; Brooks 2007; Henderson










as  emergent   and   unexpected   themes   to   come  up   during   the   fieldwork.  In   depth
interviews  have  been  described  as   'conversations  with  a  purpose'   (Burgess,  1984,
p.102)  designed   to   leave   space   for   'the  possibility  of   surprise'   (Firebaugh;  2008).
Thus, this type of interviewing method left space for young adults to discuss what
they   perceived   as   being   the  most   important   regarding   social   network   sites.   The
73
research design used semi­structured interviews which allow flexibility and space for
participants  to answers on their  own terms and direct  the discussions while at  the
same  time  providing a  structure   (i.e.  a   list  of   themes   to  be  covered)   to   facilitate
comparison across interviews. In addition, qualitative interviews were also chosen as
an appropriate   research method  to answer  the research questions as   they open up
greater  prospects  of  disclosure  than  focus  groups (especially  given  the social  and
moral stigma attached to monitoring and profile­checking practices). The settings of
qualitative interviews also enabled options such as ‘talk and show’ interviews which








digital  methods isolates  the data from the contexts  in which it  was generated and
reinforces a false dichotomy between online and offline spaces (Leander and McKim,















interviews,   it   became   clear   that   participants   were   willing   and   often   eager   to










similar   combination  of  qualitative  methods  and  digital   components   (see  Robards,
2010; Duguay, 2016; Lincoln and Robards, 2017; Robards and Lincoln, 2017 as well












Drawing   on   these   empirical   studies   and   my   research   aims,  I   weighted   up   the
advantages and ethical   issues (e.g.  privacy,  intrusion,  confidentiality  and informed
consent) in adopting this new component and subsequently secured ethical approval.
In order to provoke discussions and generate detailed data, I decided to introduce
two types  of  ‘digital  prompts’ as part  of   the interviews. The first  one which was
participants’   activity   logs   on   Facebook   (see   Figure   1.1)  was   used   to   encourage
participants to discuss their uses of social network sites using specific examples from


















This   study   adopted   a   purposive   sampling   strategy   which   required   to   look   for
participants who have characteristics that are of interest in relation to the processes













interested me  in the context  of  the study.  For  example,   this  population was more
likely   to   have   greater   experiences   of   using   social   network   sites   over   time   and
therefore to discuss how their practices changed and compared their past and current
experiences. This age group was also more likely to have used social network sites in





the  media)   and   by   representations   of   ‘the   entrepreneurial   self’   (e.g.     focus   on
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population   is  often  over­researched.  However,   it  was   facilitated  by   access   to   the
university campuses in Glasgow as well as snowballing techniques which turned to be
very effective to recruit participants. Word of mouth turned to be the most efficient
way of   finding   the   first  participants   (James,   Jessica,  Tommy).   I  used  a  snowball
sampling to recruit more participants. The downside of snowballing recruitment was



















and mostly discussed  her  experiences  of  social  network  sites   in   relation  to   India;
where she was originally from. I followed the principle of data saturation which led
me to make use of data generated from 32 interviews.




























were generated  both   in   relation   to   the  research  questions  and  the  readings  of   the
literature relating to young people and social network sites.
Throughout the research fieldwork in general and in the design of the interview







































other   customers.   I   also  worked   out   a   backup   option   in   case   the   cafe  was   fully





information   sheet   with   participants   before   asking   for   their   signed   consents   (see








their   perceptions   of   social   network   sites   and   to   frame   as  much   as   possible   the
























At  the end of  each  interview,  I  set   time aside  to discuss  the  interview with each







interactions   with   the   participants   and   personal   identification   with   them.   This







Moreover,   the   building   of   trust   and   a   relationship   between   the   researcher   and
participants varied from one interview to another and in relation to factors such as age












seen   from   the   generation   above   theirs),   class   and   shared   interests   (e.g.   lack   of
common cultural experiences). As a user of social network sites, I shared a range of
experiences   on   these   platforms   with  my   participants.   These   factors   and   shared
experiences impacted on the relationship between the participants and I, especially























potential   harm   to   participants  were   identified   during   the   design   of   the   research
strategy as well as throughout the different phases of the research. 
Informed   consent   was   sought   before   the   interviews   took   place   using   an




any  time,   refuse  to  answer any specific  questions and only share what   they were
happy   to.   I   reiterated   that   the   information   that   they  would   provide  was   strictly
confidential as well as explained how data would be anonymised using pseudonyms
before  asking  them verbal  permission  to   record   the   interview.   I   then  summarised
briefly the purposes and proceedings, including the digital prompts, of the interview.
Finally,  I gave participants a chance to ask questions as well as to opt­out before









(i.e.   obtaining   ethical   approval   for   the   study)   and   'ethics   in   practice'  which   they
described as 'the everyday ethical issues that arise in the doing of research' (p.263), I








Ethical   considerations   and   reflection   arose   first   during   the   recruitment   of
participants in which snowballing recruitment, the widespread of the use of Facebook
among my participants and the mix of private and public often triggered dilemmas.
Participants  who undertook  the study  tended  to  put  me  in   touch with  prospective
interviewees using Facebook. In such cases, I sent a private direct message to the
prospective interviewee with the details of the study as well as the name of the person
who recommended me.  As a  result,   some participants   requested  me as  Friend on
Facebook prior  to  the interview. I did  not  initiate friend requests  when contacting














restricted the information on it  to basic details  about himself  including his profile
pictures, few selected photos and limited information about his interests, employment
and education (p. 228).  Robards contemplated the possibility of creating a made­up




by  them via  Facebook.  Throughout   the   research,   I  used  my pre­existing  personal
Facebook   profile   but   reviewed   carefully   the   information   available   on   it   and  my
privacy settings prior to the beginning of the fieldwork. Information available on my
Facebook   page   included   my   real   name,   basic   information   about   my   location,
employment and education as well as limited access to pictures. I also changed my
profile picture to a picture which clearly identified me. This allowed me to be credible

















twofold;   firstly,   I  was   aware   of   the   possible   intrusive   character   of   the   task   for
participants and ensuing potential privacy issues. Secondly, I was concerned of the
risks   of   damaging   participants'   self­esteem   as  well   as   breaching   the   trust   in   the
relationship between participants and myself. In order to deal with these concerns, I
first   referred   to  and  made  use  of  existing  guidelines   (see  Association  of   Internet
Research,   2012)   as  well   as   of   the   emerging   literature   available   regarding  digital
methods to extract practical advice regarding ethical conduct in these settings (see for
example Baym, 2005;  Murthy,  2008;  Zimmer,  2010;  Morey et al,  2012; Robards,
2013; Robards and Lincoln, 2017). In addition, this 'grey zone' was reinforced by the
fact that the uses of activity logs, let alone search histories, have not been discussed in
the   research   context.  Most   studies   used   participants'   social   network   profiles   or
timelines   as   digital   prompts   and/or   as  material   for   analysis.   I   tried   to   reflect   on
broader ethical dilemmas which have been raised in the literature on digital methods
(e.g.   lurking,   privacy,   intrusion)   and   anticipate   how   these   could   appear   and   be
reshaped in the specific context of this study; i.e. using participants’ Facebook activity
logs and search histories.  Ethical  concerns  about  privacy and  intrusion as well  as
informed consents were acute as a result of digital component of the research design.
These issues have been addressed in the literature and guidelines. I was aware that the
information   displayed   on   participant's   activity   logs   and   search   histories   could










he   discussed  with  me   his   activity   log  which   showed   that   he   had   requested   and
friended   someone   the  day  before.   In  his   earlier   account  during  his   interview,  he
explained that he never sends friend requests.  As a researcher,  I also struggled to
negotiate the position I was in by asking participants to discuss their activity logs and
search histories  and potentially  being perceived as   'checking'  on  them and on  the








With  other  participants,   the  search  history was a  very  good prompt   to  encourage
discussion about detailed examples. This was closely connected to the building up of
trust between the participants and myself as well as the other factors which impacted





finding per   se,  my first  aim was  to  avoid  embarrassment  and neutralise  potential
impacts on self­esteem resulting from it.  To minimise these effects, I continuously


















to transcription and first  analysis as well  as  the readjustment of  the design of  the
research   after   the   first   series   of   interviews.   Following   the   general   principles   of
grounded theory, I started transcribing the interviews during the fieldwork and at the
same time started an initial analysis. I started my data analysis by reading, rereading






and   anxieties’,   ‘time’,   ‘comparison   of   uses’,   ‘self­presentation   and   editing’,
‘compatibility’,   ‘implicit   rules   and   tactics’,   ‘checking   practices’,   ‘surveillance’,
‘friendship’,  ‘audience management’,  ‘convenience’,  ‘discussing politics’  and ‘mix
work   and   leisure’.   I   also   came   across   expected   themes  which   reflected  previous
research   on   social   network   sites   such   as   'impression   management',   'identity












In addition,  I  systematically ran key words'  searches in the digital  versions of  the
transcripts.  Key  words  were   set   to  match   emergent   themes.   For   instance,   I   ran
searches  for  key words   'surveillance'   'check',   'look',   'watch',   'snoop',   'spy',   'search',
'facebooking',   'stalk'  and  'monitor'   in  connection   to   the  broad  theme  'peer   to  peer
surveillance and profile­ checking practices'. I ran searches for words such as 'pal',
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my fieldwork diary at   the  top  of  each  transcript  alongside   the anonymised socio­













Age Men (n= 13) Women (n=19) Total (n=32)
20 years 2 3 5
21 years 2 2 4
22 years 3 7 10
23 years 1 4 5
24 years 3 1 4
25 years 2 2 4
Participants were predominantly from the United Kingdom (20), eight young adults




The  majority   of   participants   (n=   28)  were   undertaking   or   had   completed   an

















Kingdom   (see  Furlong   and   Kelly,   2005).  Scotland   has   a   high   level   of   youth
unemployment; 15.1% of 16­24 years old for April 2015 to March 20164. Meanwhile






was  often  discussed   throughout   the   interviews   in   relation   to  social  network  sites.
Overall, it can be assumed from participants' educational backgrounds, their parents’
occupations,   their   leisure   activities   as  well   as   their   living   arrangements   that   the
sample was largely composed by relatively privileged young people. 
All   participants   were   using   social   network   sites   with   various   levels   of
engagement.  At   the   time   of   the   fieldwork   (2014   to   2015),   all   participants   used
Facebook  and   a  majority   also  used   Instagram  (n=21)  and/or  Twitter   (n=20)  (see
Figure  2).  A   large   amount   of   participants  reported  having  previously  used  Bebo
and/or MySpace. The platforms LinkedIn, YouTube and Tumblr were also mentioned
during the interviews, but were seen as more specific  than Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.  LinkedIn  was  clearly  associated  with  professional  prospecting  whereas
Tumblr   and   YouTube   were   perceived   as   community­based   platforms.   Most
participants  used   regularly   instant  messaging   applications   such  as  WhatsApp  and


























































network   sites   for   work   and   leisure   and   was   communicating   with   his   friends,
organising   meetings,   promoting   his   work,   networking,   getting   feedback   on   his
personal   or   professional   works   and   obtaining   freelance   contracts   through   the





















































































































































































































































































































































































meanings   that   they   ascribed   to   the   platforms   as   well   as   how   their   uses   and
understandings were entrenched in corporate powers and neoliberal discourses.
The   current   chapter   analyses   participants’   self­reported   practices   on   social
network   sites.   It   first   examines   how   participants   used   the   different   platforms   to
maintain   and   develop   relationships   including   those   with   close   friends,   family
members   and   significant   others   as   well   as   in   their   larger   networks.   It   then
demonstrates how participants negotiated and managed these relationships in relation
to   the   technological   affordances   of   social   network   sites,   such   as   the   increased
visibility of information or speed of communication and in relation to the reshaping of
social expectations generated by new technological capacities and uses. Participants’
accounts   reveal   how   these   reconfigurations   have   affected   their   relationships   in
ambiguous ways, allowing them to maintain and develop relationships while at the
same time increasing peer scrutiny and accountability. Furthermore, the chapter looks
at  how the  negotiations  of  mediated   interactions  created  a   range of  anxieties  and
stresses for participants, including fears of missing out or obligations to be available.
Despite these stresses and anxieties, most of young adults in the study continued to
use   social   network   sites,   and   especially   Facebook,   as   they   were   perceived   the
platforms   as   essential   and   even   necessary   to   manage   different   aspects   of   their
everyday lives.
The   second   part   of   the   chapter   examines   how   participants   perceived   social




portrayed   as   ‘useful’,   in   many   cases   even   indispensable,   to   practically   arrange
meetings with friends as well as to routinely manage their time. Participants’ accounts
shed  light  on how the  platforms have become deeply embedded  in   the  everyday,
making it difficult to give up their uses or to see an alternative. The last section of this














already   know.   More   recently,   Chambers   (2013)   underlined   how   'personal
relationships are being mediated' through social network sites while at the same time
these platforms 'are being socialised' (p.17, original emphasis). Adding to this body of
work,   the  current  empirical   study offers  qualitative   insights   in  how young adults'
managed   and   negotiated   their   relationships   using   social   network   sites   and
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subsequently   shows   how   the   dialectical   relationship   between   technological
affordances and social practices played out in their everyday lives. In other words, the
ways   in  which   participants   engaged  with   social   network   sites   in   the   context   of
personal relationships reflect the social practices and norms of the contexts in which








with  a   small  number  of  people,  mainly  close   friends  and   family  members.  They
described   actively  maintaining   and   developing   these   relationships   through   social





























WhatsApp.   The   reasons,  Nathan   gave   to  make   sense   of   this   recent   trends  were
multiple; including the persistence of data (e.g. past posts available on Facebook), the























and by some a public  validation of   these friendships.  Chloe (22),   in   this  context,
explained that she was more likely to comment or like 'things from friends'. However,
she reported looking at and reading a variety of content on her newsfeed but would








sites are  inscribed both  in private (behind the scene)  and public.  Indeed,  some of
Olivia's  friends would ask her privately to  like or comment on their  public posts,
reinforcing   the   implicit   rule   to   publicly   validate   these   friendships.  The   accounts
highlighted   above   demonstrate   how   friendships   were   simultaneously   mediated
through   social   network   sites   in   public   as  well   as   in   private   (through   the  use  of
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Facebook  Messenger).  The   negotiations  of   relationships   in   relation   to   the  public
interfaces  as well  as   the  technological  affordances  of social  network sites  will  be





















as  well   as  messaging   applications  were  perceived   in   the   context  of   transnational
friendships or families, as tools facilitating the maintenance of relationships over time
and space. Even though using social network sites to communicate with family and





















do  that.  Even  if  we don't   speak  all   the   time but  you can  see   their
pictures or statuses or whatever and you kind of vaguely know what
they are up to which is quite nice. (Jessica, 23)
These  practices   of   keeping  up  with  others'   lives  using   social  network   sites  were
commonly reported by participants to see what loose ties such as high school friends,
acquaintances   and   friends   and   friends   were   up   to.   These   practices   were   often
conducted   as   one  way   (i.e.  without   the   knowledge   of   the   people).   In   this  way,
participants   explained   how   they  would   gather   information   about   people   in   their
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of  work  and  play  and  ultimately  exacerbated  by   information   and   communication
technologies (see Chapter Two).  Participants' accounts of their uses of social network
sites  evidence to  a certain extent   the existence of   this   type of  sociality,  based on
catching up and information gathering. However, it was not the only or even the main
way  in  which  young adults  were   interacting  with people  on social  network sites.
Indeed,   young   people's   accounts   demonstrate   a  more   complex   picture   in  which
participants used the platforms to develop and maintain different types of personal
relationships   and   to   negotiate   time   and   space.   In   this  way,   social   network   sites
appeared   to   simultaneously   facilitate   forms   of   sociality   that   could   be   defined   as








others.   However,   participants’   accounts   also   provide   insights   on   some   of   the
difficulties in negotiating in practice different types of relationships on social network
sites.   The design as well  as  the technological affordances of the platforms create
specific conditions in which these relationships are mediated. On social network sites,
audiences are not necessarily visible and separations between different social contexts
are blurred  and collapse.  Moreover,   research has  shown how social  network sites
render information more visible, persistent, searchable and replicable (boyd, 2011a,
see discussion  in Chapter  Two).  Throughout   the  interviews, participants  described
how they negotiated their relationships in relation to the technological affordances of



































audience  on  Facebook   that   she  described as  more   'specific',   i.e.  connected   to   the
different contexts of her life. Overall, participants were well aware of the different
audiences  that   they had on Facebook.  Some participants  were differentiating  their
uses   on   different   social   network   sites   as   a  way   of  managing   diverse   audiences.
Participants were also using the messaging function of Facebook to hang out with
their friends (see discussion above). 
Social   interactions   on   social   network   sites   have   been   analysed   in   relation   to
Goffman’s work and his concept of audience segregation and impression management
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similar   to   other   stories   shared  by  participants,   illustrates   some  of   the  difficulties
encountered in mediating different types of relationships and different audiences on














































always  watching  what   I  was  doing  and   then   if   I  would   say   that   I
couldn't   bother   going   out   and   she   finds  out   I  was   going  out  with
someone else,  she would like it  but  in kind of a passive aggressive
way. (John, 24)
In this rich excerpt, John revealed how through practical experiences he has learned to
manage   relationships   on   social   network   sites   in   relation   to   the   technological
affordances of the platforms and social expectations generated or reinforced in the
process of mediation. To start with he acknowledged that some of his friends were
jealous   of   his   public   expression   of   friendships  with   others   people   or   wanted   a
different degree of 'public validation' of friendships on social network sites which he
needed to negotiate in order to avoid tensions. In this excerpt, John also provided an
example  of  how  scrutiny  of  one's   activities  on   social  network  sites  by   friends   is




























Furthermore,   young   adults   in   the   study   had   learned   an   array   of   ‘tactics'  to
negotiate   different   relationships   on   social   network   sites   in   light   of   the   social
















































corroborating   the  recorded  time of  people's   last  connection on  the  platforms  (e.g.
Facebook or WhatsApp) with the time in which they sent the message, as a means to
verify   whether   the   person   that   they   have   sent   a   message   to   was   genuinely
‘disconnected’. 
Furthermore,   the   everyday   tactics   described   above   have   been   developed   by
participants in order to regain control of their time and their uses of social network
sites.  These  tactics can be understood,   following De Certeau (1984) as calculated
actions   operating   ‘in   isolated   actions,   blow   by   blow',   taking   advantage   of
“opportunities” and depending on them (pp.36­37). In other words, these tactics were
not inscribed in a broader strategy to resist the negative impacts that social network
sites   had   on   their   relationships.   Following   this   logic,   the   tactics   deployed   by








of   social   network   sites   in   the   context   of   relationships.   It   illustrates   how   these
negotiations were taking place in contexts marked out by significant changes in the
temporal structure of young people's  social environments such as acceleration and
fragmentation   (Rosa,   2003,   Shove,   2009).   Time   was   a   salient   element   in   how





Throughout   the   interviews,  young  adults  described  anxieties   and   stresses   ensuing





explained   that   Facebook   created   an   'obligation   to   be   available'   to   people   and   a










and   answering   instantly   created   by   the   platforms.  Nancy   (22)   expressed   similar
feelings in the extract below:




















the   study   had   developed  with   social   network   sites.  The   platforms  were   used   to
navigate the everyday in a flexible way, including to get instantaneously the latest




of social  network sites  through their  smart  phones.  Indeed, participants repeatedly












Annie,  ultimately  described her  practices  as   'wasting   time'.  Similarly,  quite  a   few
participants  depicted  the negatives  of social  network sites  as  time consuming and




















In   addition,   ‘being   always   on’   was   creating   expectations   in   terms   of   peer
validation   and   life­satisfaction.  Social   network   sites   were   understood   by   most
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and not  getting  anything.  As  a   result,  David  and Olivia   reduced  their  posting  on
Facebook by fear  of  not  getting  public  validation.  Furthermore,  participants  often












compare   often   negatively   one's   life   to   others.  Nathan   (22)   described   how  being
exposed to peers’ content on Facebook and Instagram made him feel that he is not
‘doing  anything'  with  his   life   and  emphasised   that  he  does  not  have   time  and/or
money to do the things that other people appeared to be doing. Research has started to




social   network   sites.   Nathan   (22),   although   reporting   negative   impacts   of   the
platforms   on   how  he   felt,  was  very   aware   of   the   exacerbating   aspects   of   social
network sites which he described as platforms to broadcast one’s ‘achievements’ and









of   your   own   life   sometime   because   you're   seeing   how  people   are
choosing to portray their own lives online, especially with something











Sarah’s   account   also   shed  light  on  how her  uses  of   social  network   sites  was
entrenched in a broader culture of consumption focusing on appearance, validation







the   associated  commercialisation  of   culture;   the   shift   in  production
from  material   goods   to   cultural   commodities;   the   development   of
mass consumption; the augmented role of cultural industries and new
technologies; and globalization. (pp. xx­ xxi)
The   broader   dynamics   highlighted   by   Hall   and   Jefferson   are   essential   in
understanding young people’s relationships with social network sites. The next part







young people's   lives (see discussion in Chapter  One).  Participants’  understandings
and   practices   were   embedded   in   circumstances  of   ‘conflicting   demands’  which




while   simultaneously   compromising   with   stresses   and   anxieties   brought   by   the
platforms  in  an  environment  characterised  by  almost  mandatory  participation   (i.e.
123
‘everyone’ is on Facebook). This part first analyses how participants understood their
uses   of   social   network   sites   in   terms   of   connectivity,   convenience   and





often   discussed   as   ways   to   connect   and   bring   people   together.   Annie   (21),   for
example, explained how social network sites ‘keep everyone connected’ while Alice













often  expressed  by  participants   through   the   terminology  mobilised  by   the  private
corporations which own the platforms (e.g. until very recently, Facebook's motto was:
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'making   the  world  more   open   and  connected').    In   her  work   on   the   culture   of
connectivity, van Dijck (2013) argued that connectedness as a social value is often
used by private corporations to generate connectivity, a process that she defines as
rendering   social   connections   ‘technologically   manageable   and   economically
exploitable’ (p.1). In other words, the focus on connectedness conceals the corporate
interests  which  primarily  drive   the  platforms,   that   is   extracting  value   from users
behavioural and profiling data. This has been discussed in the literature as immaterial
free labour (Terranova, 2004; Scholz, 2008; Cote and Pybus, 2011). 
Both connectivity  and  ideas  of  global  community were present   in participants'
general   understandings   of   social   network   sites,   concealing   and   downplaying   the
economic interests of the private corporations such as Facebook. This provides some
evidence   of   the   pervasion   of   discourses   associated  with  Web   2.0  which   put   an
emphasis on notions such as 'connectedness', 'participation' and ‘sharing’ (see Chapter
Two). Participants discussed connectedness as desirable and positive, however their





also   to  manage   different   aspects   of   their   everyday   lives.   Discussions   about   the
organisational   characteristics   and   uses   of   social   network   sites   were   prominent
throughout all interviews. Participants pointed out speed, convenience, flexibility and




































and  especially  Facebook  and  WhatsApp,  were  used   to   synchronise   timetable   and
arrange meetings with friends and significant others as Nancy explained:







back  and   forth'.  Overall,  young  adults   in   the   study used  Facebook  Messenger  or
WhatsApp   to   coordinate   their   schedules  with   their   friends   and   plan   shared   time
together.
The   uses   of   Facebook   and  WhatsApp   to   coordinate   time   with   friends   and












about   course   work   with   other   students.   As   Lucy   (24)   explained,   Facebook   is
something   that   'is  expected  of  you'  at  university  as  a   lot  of   interactions  amongst
students concerning the course take place on the platform.  This reflects the age and



























made up of   last  minute meetings  as  well  as   to  get   the   latest  updates  about   these
meetings.   Amy,   in   similar   ways   to   some   of   participants'   accounts   discussed














I   also  hate  when   they   [her   colleagues]   ask  me   to   do   these   things
through Facebook.... like if they are asking you like 'you have to do a
report of what you've done during this month', I think you have to tell







social   control,   monitoring   and   self­discipline.   This   will   be   discussed   further   in
Chapter Seven.
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and   rendered   ‘people’s   activities   formal,  manageable,   and  manipulable,   enabling
platforms  to  engineer   the sociality   in  people’s  everyday  routines’   (p.12).   In  other




Throughout   the   interview   material,   social   network   sites   were   not   primarily
described by participants in terms of entertainment but rather in pragmatic terms as

































































be  impossible  or  difficult   to  keep without   the  platform or   reconnect  with  outside
Facebook. As a result,  the engagement of participants on Facebook over the years





Creating  an  album and   it   is  way easier   than  storing   them on your
computer and that they won't be lost. (Emma, 22)
I don't have a photo album you know, the only thing I have is the one























































In Sarah's  as  well  as  the majority  of participants'  accounts of  their  uses  of  social
network   sites,   convenience   as   well   as   the   perceived   requirement   of   using   the
platforms   to  manage   the   everyday  were   overpowering   the   anxieties   and   stresses
encountered in using them. Participants' individual decisions to use or stay on social
network   sites  were   embedded   in   an   environment   in  which   a   few  platforms   (and
especially Facebook) had a monopoly. The private corporations which own the main
social network platforms  retained and made profit of users’ personal data, invest in
marketing   to   target   their   users,   shape   the   design   and   architecture   of   platforms
(convenience, speed, built­in apps) to suit their private interests and insure that users
do not leave (facilitating a dependency of use and a 'lock in effect') (see discussion in
Chapter   Two).  All   these   corporate   strategies  significantly   shaped   young   people’









anxieties   and   stresses   that   the   negotiations   of  mediated   interactions   generated   in
participants’   lives.  Most  participants,  however,  still  highlighted  the usefulness and
positive   aspects   of   social   network   sites.   The   platforms  were   understood   by   the
135
majority of young adults as ‘tools’ to connect with people and repeatedly described as



































understandings   of   the  self   as   'entrepreneurial,   active,   decisive   independent   and
responsible’   (Kelly,   2013,   p.73).   These   notions   resonated   strongly   with   both
participants'   understandings   and   engagement   with  the   platforms.   Drawing   on
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Foucault's work,  the second part  of  the current chapter examines how participants
used   the   platforms   to   manage   their   impressions   and   present   a   desirable   and





changed   over   time,   often   recounting   these   changes  within   broader   narratives   of
growing   up.   Participants   accounted   for   changes   in   how   they   engaged  with   the
platforms they used, how they negotiated the public and private interfaces of social
network   sites,   how   they   approached   friending   practices   as   well   as   how   they
understood privacy. Throughout the interviews, they often compared their past uses of
social  network  sites,  and platforms  such as  Bebo or  MySpace,  with   their  current




understandings   of   privacy  which   showcased  more   specifically   their   narratives   of
growing up and individual responsibility.
Changing Practices and Narratives of Growing up
Participants   described   how   their   practices   of   engaging  with   social   network   sites
changed   over   time.  Participants   accounted   for   their   uses   of   social   network   sites









group  and  progressively   ‘became  more  private’   in  her  posting.  She   started  using
private messages instead of the public interface of Facebook to chat with her friends.
On Bebo, she reported spending a lot of time updating her page and changing her


























identity  work.   Types   of   identity  work  were  marked   through   practices   of   hyper­
personalisation of one's social network profile or page, as described earlier by Chloe,




like  why  would   anyone   ever  want   to   know   that?   Like   not   really









rather   than   to   express   her   feelings   (e.g.   'less   deep').   Eva   in   her   account   clearly
understood her  move   from MySpace  to  Facebook as  a   reflection  of  her  personal
experience  of  growing up.  Similarly,  Amy (22)  described Bebo as  a  platform on
which ‘everyone posted about themselves', depicting the platform as a self­centred
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Changes   of   uses   on   Facebook   were   also   described   by   a   large   amount   of
participants   through   a   shift   from   public   to   private   interactions   (e.g.   using   the
messaging function of Facebook). Nancy (22), for instance, accounted for changes in
her uses of Facebook over time in these terms:
I  am more selective in  the things that  I  post  now than when I  was
younger, like I didn't care and I put everything. And I think that I use
more private messages than before, before it was more posting links to





she started using Facebook  in more responsible ways (e.g.   ‘I  didn’t  care’,   '   I  put
everything’, ‘now it is more in private messages’). Shifts from a public to a private
profile as well as displacements from the public interfaces of the platforms to private
messaging   were   repeatedly   discussed   by   participants,   reflecting   a   broader   trend
(Ofcom, 2016). Again, participants accounted for this shift as part of their experiences
of growing up. However, not all participants reported moving away from the public






















Annie made sense of  the changes in  the ways she used Facebook as  the result  of
taking part   in an adult­centred world in which social network sites do not have a


































constantly   and  will   keep   clicking   on   it   and   putting   statuses;   keep
writing statuses  and see  if  somebody  liked   it.   I  got   really  sensitive
about my likes you know I would generally be upset if I wouldn't get
likes, it is stupid but that was how I felt, (Alex, 24)
Alex   highlighted   how   he   eventually   succeeded   to   control   the   time   he   spent   on
Facebook which took him to deactivate his account several times. According to him,
the behaviours that he described above were part of his experiences of growing up and
becoming  more  mature  with   his   personal   engagement  with   social   network   sites.
Overall,  he perceived the behaviours he described as ‘a phase that you have to go
through as a young person'. The idea of being in denial, present both in Charlotte and
Alex's  accounts  also highlights  experiences  of  growing up  in  which one becomes
more aware and reflective about one's behaviour. These narratives, often discussing
past  practices   in   terms  of  addiction,  emotional  or  dramatic  behaviours,  were  also
inscribed in broader processes of differentiation and normative representations about
youth.   In   their   ethnographic  work   about   youth   conflict   on   social   network   sites,
Marwick   and  boyd   (2014),   for   example,   demonstrated  how   'drama'  was  used  by















for  her  experiences  of   trolling  and bullying  on YouTube and Tumblr   in   terms of
growing up:























Lastly,  young adults   in   the study repeatedly discussed  their  changing attitudes




and   if   they   did   so   it  was   a   purposeful   and   rational   decision   such   as   starting   a
friendship,   building   a   network  of   contacts   or   developing   a   circle   of   interests.   In






contacts   (i.e.   they  were   not   strangers   or   random   people)   and   their   practices   as
responsible. 
Participants’  accounts  of   their   friending practices   reflected  more  broadly  what
Chambers (2013) has described as 'a new discourse on intimacy putting an emphasis
on  individual  agency,  choice  and personal  compatibility'   as  well  as  on  individual
efforts   to   ‘proactively   manage   the   parameters   of   their   continuously   fluctuating
intimate   landscape’   (Chambers,   2013,   pp.43­44).   Both   elements;   choice   and
management, emerged during the interviews. These elements correspond to broader
neoliberal discourses and are inscribed in the technological affordances and design of











Privacy was mostly discussed by participants  in  relation to  information disclosure
(and not necessarily in terms of privacy settings or specific platform). Indeed, young
adults   in   the study often  negotiated privacy and  information disclosure on a  case
basis,   according   to   the   platform   used   and   the   specific   information   disclosed   as
Matthew’s (20) account illustrates:
I   choose   what   I   want   to   share   so   if   I   have   taken   a   photo   of
something that I think it will be also relevant on Facebook, because
they are levels of  interactions on different platforms where  they are
people on Instagram that  I  don't  have on Facebook so I'll   take less
personal stuff on Instagram. (Matthew, 20)
Matthew made choices  about   the pictures  he wished  to  share on Facebook or  on





knew   ‘exactly   what   people   could   see’.  Participants   in   the   current   study   were
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understanding   privacy   in   relational   terms   and   made   decisions   to   control   what
information   specific  people,   especially   family  members   and  work   colleagues  had
access   to.   Participants   often   discussed   privacy   in   practice   as   part   of   negotiating
mediated relationships (see Chapter Four).  This  is  in accordance with Livingstone
(2008)  who   argued   that   young   people  make   continuous   decisions   about   specific
information they disclose on social network sites and what to keep off the sites in
relation   to   the  context,   the  platforms  and   the  perceived  audience  of   the  different
platforms.  This,   according   to   her,   suggests   a   relational   understanding   of   privacy































platform,   having   loose   privacy   settings   (because   he  was   controlling   information
disclosure prior  to publication) and a large network of friends.  By contrast,  Sarah





Throughout   the   interviews,   some  participants  discussed  more  general   risks  of


































and   they  know  that   the  house   is   empty,   like   it   is  a   security   issue.
(Natalie, 20)
In this extract, Natalie clearly alludes to abstract notions of security and risks. She
also highlighted some  advisory guidance that she received (e.g.   'they say that you
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shouldn’t   do   it’).  Other   participants  alluded   to   external   advice  or   common­sense
knowledge   to   assess   their   practices   in   terms   of   privacy.  This  was   observable   in
sentences   such   as   ‘people   say’   or   ‘they   say’   or   ‘most   people’.   These   accounts











Interestingly,   Alex   also   purposefully   disclosed   false   information   on   his   profile,
departing even so slightly from Facebook real­person policy (see also Chapter Seven
and discussion on play). However, Alex was the only one among participants to report
such   deviation.   Other   participants   either   had   accurate   information   or   left   some
sections empty.  This demonstrates  the power that Facebook holds when collecting
personal   data   as   most   participants   were   truthful   with   disclosing   their   names,
workplaces, universities that studied at and places where they lived. 
Overall, the accounts highlighted above revealed how risks in relation to social
network   sites,   and  privacy   in  particular,  were  understood  on   an   individual   level.
Participants  described or  perceived  it  as   their  own responsibility   to  manage  these
risks, by adjusting their privacy settings and/or by anticipating these situations. These
abstract notions of risks in relation to privacy can be found in courses of e­safety




















regarding   online   bullying,   trolling,   and   exposure   to   inappropriate   content   were


















they should not have to think that way, but for me it   is  the way it   is'.  For Luke,
making  sure   that  nothing on social  network  sites  could  potentially   impact  on  his
professional prospects was seen as pragmatic and obvious. Matthew (20) described
his profiles on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram as 'completely public' adding that he
would   'put  privacy   settings  on'  before  applying   for   jobs   in  order   to   avoid   'being
misinterpreted by employers'.  Similarly,  Natalie (20) explained that when she will
have   to   apply   for   jobs,   she   will   go   through   the   information   available   on   her
Facebook's profile and put everything on private. She described it as a tactical move





















































don't   know  which   one   you're  meant   to   be   looking   at.   It   is   a   bit






























the  corporations   that  own  the  platforms.  Despite   this,  Alice  and Dylan   like  most














according   to   Standing,   can   take   the   forms   of   demonstrating  employability,   self­
promotion,  networking   or   information   gathering   about   business   industries   or











(e.g.   individual   responsibility,   personal   development,   training   for   labour,















demonstrated,  young  adults   in   the   study  often  accounted   for   their   uses  of   social
network   sites   in   terms   of   growing   up   and   individual   responsibility.  Often   these
accounts   were   building   upon   what   Kelly   (2006)   described   as   the   pervasion   of
understandings  of   the self  as  an enterprise which put an emphasis on  the type of
personhood young people should adopt to become adults (p.18). He defined this type
of personhood as ‘being responsible for conducting themselves, in the business of life,




reflection,   self­regulation   and   self­government'(p.176).   These   forms   of
governmentalities   can   be   found   in   the   appraisal   of   personal   attributes   such   as




have also  more  specifically  permeated  understandings  of  social  network  sites  and
been promoted by a number of private corporations through ideological discourses





they   were   giving   away   on   different   social   network   sites,   and   in   particular   on
Facebook. Impression management and identity performances on social network sites
have  been   extensively  analysed  using   the  work  of  Erving  Goffman   (see  Chapter
Two). While Goffman’s analytical framework sheds light on participants’ practices,
the  concept   of   neoliberal   governmentality   developed   by   Foucault   (1988)   and
subsequent works on the self as enterprise, allow to grasp participants’ practices in
relation to the power structures in which they took place (see Chapter One).





























Participants   usually   managed   their   impressions   on   social   network   sites  by








‘silly’.  These  practices   that  have  been   referred   in   the   literature  as   ‘whitewalling’











when   she  decided   to   tidy  her   profile.  Anticipation  of   a   change  of   settings  often






tried  to   ‘fit   in’   and  maintain   their   social   position  when  moving   from one   social
environment  to  another,   for  instance from secondary school   to  university  or  from
training   to   employment.  Aaron’s   (20)   account   below,   clearly   demonstrates   this
strategy of reconversion:
I've updated my profile,  I  think as far as  'about me' goes...   there is













James  deleted   content   on  his   profile   because   this   content   did  not   fit   the   current
impression he wanted to make on social network sites. James, who wanted to work in
















clearly   connected   to   individual   responsibility.   According   to   him,   it   was   the
responsibility of people who posted content on Facebook to manage how this content
may come across  in the short as well  as  long term.  This was a view shared by a
majority of participants. Individual responsibility as well as proactivity (e.g. such as








































Overall,   the management of  impressions on social network sites was taken for
granted by participants,  understood as a  necessity   in   relation  to   the contemporary









opportunities.  These  uses  were  embedded  in a  context  where  boundaries  between
work   and   leisure   have   been   blurred,   often   exacerbated   by   the   development   of
information   and   communication   technologies   itself  (Gregg,   2009).  Gregg   (2009)




























strategic.  Although   commonly   done   in   practice,   most   participants   distanced
themselves with these practices perceived as too strategic.  Chloe (22), for example,
explained how she would   like  specific  posts  and updates   from a page run  by an
organisation she hoped to work for. She put an emphasis on how it is not directly
networking' and ultimately 'did not use it that way'. Chloe, however, felt that being
visible   on   social   network   sites   and   engaging  with   the   public   page   of   potential
companies was necessary in order to get a job in the future. 

















(e.g.  participation in  societies,  sport clubs,  volunteering for a charity,  etc.).  These
perceptions match  the transformations of  higher education in the UK by neoliberal
agendas which have promoted personal development, employability and meritocracy





fund   the   charitable   cause,   highlighting   how   private   corporations   who   own   the
platforms   shape   interactions   and   create   value   from   them   (see   discussion   on
convenience in Chapter Four). 
The   accounts   above   revealed   understandings   of   the   self   as   enterprise   and
corresponding practices on social network sites. For participants with aspirations in
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the   cultural   and   creative   industries,   Facebook,   Twitter,   Instagram,   Tumblr   or
YouTube were clearly perceived as means to develop and demonstrate a creative or
'media savvy'   image as  well  as more broadly  to  attract  attention  to  their  personal
works.   In   this   context,   participants'   engagement   with   social   network   sites   was
permeated with broader narratives of entrepreneurship based on values of innovation,
creativity   and   success.  Molly   (20),   for   example,   wanted   to   make   a   career   in
illustration   and   used  Tumblr   and   Instagram   to   publish   her   drawings   to   a  wider
audience.  Likewise,  Alex   (24),  who was   taking   freelance  work   in  graphic  design
reported showcasing regularly his work on Facebook, Tumblr and Instagram.  He also
reported using the platforms to get in touch with potential clients or be contacted for












to   contact   them   on  Facebook   and   get   advice   or   go   to   something.
(Charlotte, 23)




























The   careers  Molly   and  David   aspired   to   relied   strongly   on   self­promotion,   the





presentations   of   their   uses   of   social   network   sites   as   ‘timid’   or   ‘against’   self­
promotion are inscribed in this specific context.
Participants who aspired to work in these industries demonstrated a high level of
reflexivity   toward   social   network   sites'   strategic   uses   while   at   the   same   time
disassociating themselves from these uses. A few scholars have focused their analysis
on the cultural and creative industries and shed light on participants’ accounts. Conor
et   al.   (2015)   underlined   how   labour   in   the   cultural   and   creative   industries   is










and   the   social   fields   in   which   the   habitus   is   played,   in   other   words   ‘when
synchronicity between subjective and objective structures is broken’ (p.23).   It is not






















People can create an atmosphere about   themselves on Facebook,  or
they can totally diminish that atmosphere, and like I said some people
only use Facebook for a specific purpose, like to share specific things,













This   chapter   explored   how   young   adults   accounted   for   their   practices   on   social
network sites  and how these  had changed over   time.  These changes   included  the
platforms   that   they   used,   their   attitudes   towards   adding   new   contacts,   their
understandings   of   privacy   or   the   types   and   frequency   of   their   activities   on   the
different   platforms.  This   chapter   argued   that   participants   often   portrayed   their
practices   and   past   experiences   in   terms   of  responsibilisation,   individual   choice,
personal  development,  corresponding  to  narratives  of  growing up and  overlapping





























agents'   location   in   the   field   of   cultural   consumption   is   relative   to   the   types   of
economic and cultural capital they possess as Bourdieu explains below:
In cultural consumption, the main opposition, by overall capital value,

























'other',   in   this   context,   was   often  referring   to   people   from   high   school   or
acquaintances. It was also deployed to account for how other people were perceived
to use social network sites; what I referred to as 'mainstream'. Participants repeatedly
characterised   others'   uses   of   social   network   sites   using   negative   terms   such   as






of  using  social  network sites  as  well  as   their   judgements  of  how others  used  the
platforms. By doing so, it sheds light on the particular processes of differentiation





that   they   were   interested   in   and  by   assessing   shared   interests   and   checking
compatibility with prospective friends and acquaintances. These practices were based
on and informed by the processes of differentiation described in the first part of the



















for   self­presentational   purposes   (see   Chapter   Five).   However,   self­presentation
needed to be covert and presented as casual. If self­presentational strategies were too
obvious   (e.g.   having   too  many   pictures   or   taking   too  many   selfies),   participants


















encourage  openly   the   editing   of   content   in   order   to  make   one's   images   better.
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Instagram was often portrayed as superficial,  narcissistic as well  as ‘easy’.  In  this























sense?   I   think   on   Instagram,   I   basically   use   Instagram   not   to   get
followers or anything like that I just do it just because I like editing
photos and it is just a very simple way of doing that, so I kind of do it
more for me than for other  people.  Because I  know certainly some









shallow, and  ''cheap'''  and  'culturally  ''undemanding'''  (p.486).  Aaron, in the extract
below,   displayed   such   refusal   and   put   an   emphasis   on   how   the   platform   was
accessible to anybody as it did not require any specific skills to use it. He described it














got Snapchat really recently and I  don't  understand it.  Err… yeah I
know but I know a lot of people who use Instagram, a lot of art people
and it seems to me that it is their platforms to get their art cast and















had  to contrast  with perceived mainstream uses of social network sites.  Benjamin





I  wouldn't   say   so,   I   am   quite   timid  when   it   comes   to   Facebook,
obviously if my friend goes off and I got a message I'll reply but I don't
go out  and  take photos,  on my Facebook I   think  I  have 10 photos
maybe maximum, [..] Things don't have to be shared on social media
platforms all the time and a lot of people obviously do that, they go on







sense   of   distinction   is   often   translated   in   practice   by   'discretion,   sobriety   and













expressed  her disapproval of such practices during her  interview;  'why would you
ever post a selfie?’.  Similarly, Molly (20) described how one of her friend from her




and   associated  with  perceptions  of   femininity.  For   instance,  Lucy   (24)   described
pictures posted by a friend in which she posed in sexy postures and was wearing
'provocative'  and   inappropriate  outfits.  These   readings  of   femininity  are   inscribed
within   representations   of   class   and   gender   and   revealed   expressions   of  female
symbolic   violence   (McRobbie,   2004).  Lucy's   account   resonates   strongly   with
Skeggs's   (1997)  work   on   gender   and   class   formation.   Skeggs   demonstrated   how





significantly   the   gendered   dimensions   of   young   people's   engagement  with   social
network sites, the accounts highlighted above provide some evidence of a gendered
reading   of   the  uses   of   the  platforms.  Research   has   elsewhere   demonstrated   how
identity performances on social network sites were gendered and sexualised (see for





body   of   work   sheds   light   not   only   that   gender   remains   an   important   factor   in
structuring young women's engagement with social network sites but also that it is
interconnected with broader forms of neoliberal governmentality.
















such  as  writing  about   relationships  or   family   issues  was   repeatedly  described  by













don't  realise  it,  you shouldn't  really,  your breakup does not concern
anyone. (Alex, 24)  




length  of   the   post)   and  being  dramatic.  Alex   as  well   as   other   participants   often
referred   to   personal   content   as   'dramas'.  These   perceptions   were   permeated   by






describe  people  who  posted  content   about   their   relationships  or   family   issues  on
Facebook. Bourdieu (1984) sheds an interesting light on this use. He outlined in his
work  how   taste   is   often   asserted  by   the   refusal  of   the   taste  of  others,   and   even










social   ladder),   tended   to   worry   more   about   distinction   from   the   'common'   (or
mainstream)   and   as   a   result   were   over­doing,   betraying   their   own   insecurities.
Correspondingly, Natalie, John and Annie come from a less privileged background
than other participants (based on an indication from their parents' occupations, their
own   occupations   and   their   educations,   see   Table   1.2   in   Chapter   Three).  While
highlighting trends, the data and the nature of the sample do not allow to draw a clear
conclusion   regarding   such   class   divisions.   Perceptions   about   what   was   seen   as
appropriate to post on social network sites were not homogeneous and differences











In   addition,   some   of   participants'   attitudes   towards   personal   posting   were








available   for   'public   consumption'.   These   accounts   call   for   an   understanding   of
visibility and peer surveillance on social network sites, not only in terms of social
sorting but also in terms of voyeurism, entertainment and consumption, all inscribed
in   broader   structures   of   symbolic   and   corporate   power.   These   practices   can   be
understood as grounded in a 'viewer society' (Malthiesen, 1997) in which the media of
mass communication have transformed our ways of watching, being watched and our
relations   to   surveillance.  Several   scholars   have   highlighted   the   voyeuristic   and
entertainment values of surveillance which are incorporated in contemporary culture
and   consumption  (see   Haggerty   and   Ericson,   2000,   p.616,   Aalbrechtslund   and
Dubbeld, 2005, Finn, 2012). This will be discussed further in Chapter Seven.













and death'  do you know what   I  mean? And  then  just  because  it   is
funny, it is sort of taking the joke out of people who take that kind of
thing seriously. Because it is not real art it is just taking a picture and




I started off   just  doing what everyone does,  which  is  writing about
what you’re doing but now I’m kind of like an absurdist Twitter user
now. I always use it in a kind of tongue in cheek kind of way, I have












with   sentence  structures)  which  allowed   them  to  differentiate   their  uses   from  the
mainstream.

























linguistic   incorrectness,   in   oneself   and   others'   (p.331),   follows   the   logic   of
differentiation. According to him, it is often exercised by social agents whose social














reported   strong   judgments   towards  people  who   did  not   comply   to   the  perceived
'proper'  use of language.  Molly (20),  for instance,  explained how people’s writing
styles revealed a lot about them. She described how she could see 'patterns' of how












sometimes  as  well.  Especially  with   the   referendum,  everybody  was































backward   and   forth   thing...   but   again   we   posted   something   very
political and very kind of opinionated so that was going to cause drama
on Facebook. (Natalie, 20)
The context of high school as well  as  the use of the term  'drama'  reveal  that  this
experience, for Natalie was also marked by her narrative of growing up. She hinted
that getting involved in a political argument on Facebook was part  of a  'youthful'
behaviour  which,  on   reflection,  was  not  useful.  Luke  (21)  also   reported  avoiding
political topics on Facebook by fear of coming across as uninformed or being caught
in public arguments:
When   it   comes   to   politics   and   obviously  with   the referendum  and
things  like that...   I  posted a few things on Twitter but  I  never  said




good   that   people   can   discuss   it,   I   think   it   is   good   for   these
conversations to be hold, I suppose at the time I just thought that this
has   nothing   to   do  with  me   and   I'll   never   get  myself   involved   or
anything like that. (Luke, 21)
Both accounts cast light on what can be described as an abstract ideal of debating ('it













undergraduate  degree   in   language   explained   that   she   did   not   use  Twitter   as   she
thought it was ‘a platform for cool kids’ which she defined as people with specific





































Benjamin  (25)  had a  similar  approach and used Facebook  to  start  and engage  in
political debates. Likewise, Jessica, Benjamin reported sharing a range of articles and
information on the platform and saw himself as a mediator who was trying to be 'as




as   part   of   the   processes   of   differentiation   and   reflects   on   broader   lifestyles   and
cultural affiliations (see Webster 2001). This has been shown elsewhere. For example,
in   her  work   on  young   people’s   political   consumption   through   technology,  Ward
190
(2008) suggested that 'socially conscious' consumption, especially around single­issue





admit   that  politics   is  not   for   them and abdicate   [..]  on   the  other,   those  who  feel
entitled to claim a  'personal opinion'  (p.414).    In  the context of  this study,  young
adults'   engagement   with   political   debates   on   social   network   sites   have   been
understood as means of differentiation and as a result underpinned by class divisions
(Bourdieu,  1984).  However,   the   specific   sample  of   the   study  prevented  a   further
analysis of these class divisions per se. It is also important to put these engagements
in   relation   to   broader   relations   of   power,   i.e.   the   unequal   distribution   of   power
between   users   of   social   network   sites   and   the   economic   interests   of   private
corporations   that   shape   the   engagement   with   the   platforms.  The   design   and




were   embedded   in   social   and   technological   sorting,   encouraged   by   the   private





and   relationships   (see   discussion   in  Chapter   Four).  One   aspect   of   this   involved
learning to 'actively' use social network sites and their technological capabilities in
order  to rank, sort  and tailor  information provided by the platforms. For  instance,
participants changed their settings on Facebook to see the content of close friends
first, followed news pages on Twitter to get specific types of news or developed a
network   based   on   common   interests.  A   large   majority   of   participants   reported
unfollowing or unfriending people and/or pages that they were not interested in or
perceived as irrelevant or remote from their everyday lives. This section demonstrates
how young  adults   in   the   study were  actively  cultivating  commonalities  on  social
network  sites  by  customising  or   sorting   information  on  the  different   feeds  of   the
platforms   and   by   using   them   to   assess   shared   interests   and   compatibility   with






















them as friends because you don't want  to be rude  ...   I  am kind of
keeping them there as a kind of politeness. (Dylan, 23) 
Unsurprisingly,   participants'   customisation   of   their   feeds   and   their   practices   of
blocking content mirrored quite closely the markers of difference discussed in the
previous   section.  Participants   reported  unfollowing  people  who would   'overshare',
post selfies or express different opinions. In many ways, the customisation of their
newsfeeds  was an attempt to  create a  space  that   they feel  was relevant   for  them;
matching their understandings and uses of social network sites. 
Oversharing  was   the  most   commonly   discussed   as   a   trigger   to   unfollow   or
unfriend people. Natalie (20), for instance, explained that she would unfollow people
who would constantly post 'cheesy' pictures such as pictures of their dogs and of their
food whereas Nancy (22)  would hide people who post  constant  mundane statuses
'about their lives'. High school friends and friends from the places participants grew













views,   evidencing  Lievrouw   (2001)'s   argument   about   the   role   of   new  media   in
reinforcing   people’s  identification   with   narrow   interests   (p.22).  Amy   (22),   for
instance,   reported   unfollowing   one   of   her   friends   on   Facebook   after   she   started
posting regularly about the Scottish Referendum on Independence, adding that this
person   ‘didn't   know   anything   about   it’.   Jessica   (23)   reported   similar   practices,
unfriending   people  who  made   statuses   containing   things   such   as   sexist   or   racist
comments. She explained that she just did not 'want to see that' in her feeds. These





information to   them. This process can be seen from a Foucauldian perspective  in
which   power   is   not   only   about   exclusion   but   also   production   and   related   to












actively   'enriched'   his   Facebook   feed   by   following   sites   which   focused   on   the
financial sector. As for  Charlotte (23), she described how she wished to use social
network sites in the ways Emma, Benjamin and Connor did. She wanted to use the
platforms   more   'efficiently'   in   order   to   get   more   information   relevant   to   her.
According to her, people need to use social network sites 'correctly’ which included
deleting   friends   and   following  more  newspapers’   pages.   As   well   as   illustrating
imperatives of 'doing social media' (see discussion in Chapter Five), these accounts
show how some participants  were  actively  using   the   technological   capabilities  of
social network sites to create a space tailored to their individual needs, drawing on





of social network sites  in  their  perceptions of certain topics or social  interactions.
David (24) for instance who was supporting the yes campaign during the Scottish














media   outlets'   which   were   'controlled   by   corporations',   completely   ignoring   the
corporate and economic interests that shaped the platforms. David's criticism was the
result of a specific personal experiences in which the technological features of the
platform became apparent.  However,   the  majority  of   the   time,   the   impact  of   the
design and features of the platforms as well as the broader corporate and economic








































to  acquire   information  about  him or   to  bring   into  play   information
about him already possessed.  They will  be interested in  his  general
socio­economic status, his conception of self, his attitude toward them,
his   competence,   his   trustworthiness,   etc.   Although   some   of   this
information seems to be sought almost as an end in itself,  there are
usually quite practical reasons for acquiring it. Information about the




While   gathering   information   about   other   people   has   always   been   part   of   social
interactions, social network sites provide technological affordances described by boyd
(2011a) as persistence, replicability, scalability and searchability (boyd ,2011a) which
render   information more accessible  and  thus  the conduct  of  profile­  checking and






from   users'   practices.   In   other  words,   the   design,   architecture   and   technological
functioning of social network sites are embedded within social practices as well as
'intricately intertwined with a changing user experience and a restyling of content'






They   reported  checking  people’s   profiles  on   social  network   sites   in  order   to   get
information including what people looked like, their hometowns, their schooling, their
activities, their contacts, and/or their interests. This allowed participants to form or











































































individual   agency,   choice,   selection   and   compatibility.  Alex   (24),   for   instance,































Drawing   on   the   theory   of  Bourdieu,   this   chapter   has   examined   the   'markers'   of
differences highlighted by young adults to distinguish their own practices from how
others supposedly used social network sites. Such markers included the disapproval of
selfies   or   practices   described   as   oversharing,   both   associated  with   a   culture   of
superficiality, as well as normative judgments of writing styles and expressions of




social   sorting   by  selecting   friends,   followers,   pages   and   content   that   were   in




compatibility   with   prospective   friends   and   acquaintances.   Participants   used  the
technological   features  of   the  platforms   to  cultivate  and create   spaces  which  were
tailored to their individual needs. These understandings of social network sites, the
chapter  argued are permeated by neo  liberal  discourses   that  emphasise on choice,
compatibility   and   customisation.   It   also   touched   upon   the   corporate   power   and
interests  which   underpinned   customisation   and   sorting   practices.  Although,   some
participants discussed and questioned the technological features and design of social
network   sites   in   relation   to   the   information   they   accessed   to   or   their   social
interactions, the corporate interests of the companies that own the platforms as well as
how these shaped the design of the platforms remained largely unquestioned.




understandings   of   peer   monitoring   and   profile­checking,   demonstrating   that
participants  simultaneously   disassociated   these   practices   from   offline   stalking
(associated with voyeurism and harassment) and reconstructed them in the context of










The   current   chapter  analyses  how monitoring  and  profile­checking  have  been
permeated by values promoted by private corporations, facilitated by the design and
technological affordances of the platforms as well as nourished by broader neoliberal






become   ubiquitous   and   exacerbated   by   the   development   of   digital   technologies,
enabling   an   easier   and   faster   access   to   information   and   increasing   capacities   for










In   order   to   do   so,   this   chapter   first   analyses   participants'   attitudes   towards




family monitoring and prospective flatmates'  profile­checking.   It  argues  that   these





part   of   neoliberal   discourses   focusing   on   transparency   and   accountability.  The
different forms monitoring, highlighted in the first part, illustrate the diffusion of an





putting  an  emphasis  on choice  and compatibility.  The part   then  examines  closely
participants' understandings of stalking in the context of social network sites and in
particular Facebook highlighting how these practices were socially constructed and
morally   charged.   It   then   demonstrates   how   some  participants'   disassociated   their












family or prospective flat­shares.  These  legitimacies  were built  upon narratives of
care   and/   or   risk   management.   Finally,   this   section   examines   participants'
understandings  of  professional  vetting  and monitoring  exercised   in   the  context  of
work, arguing that although not always seen as appropriate, this type of surveillance


















information   over   Facebook   whenever   by   the   government   or
corporations but I don't really get that fussy about it. (Eva, 25)
Interestingly, both Nathan and Eva insisted on the discrepancy between the important





research  which   had   looked   at   public   perceptions   of   personal   data   collection   by























of   the   progressive   transformation   of   Facebook   as   ‘a   marketing   platform   for
companies’ described this shift as unavoidable: 
 














Matthew   (22)   adopted   a   pragmatic   attitude   towards   corporate   data   profiling,





have   to   sell   your   information   and   your   activity   as   a   sort   of





things  with   cookies   err...   analysing   activity,   like   information  being
valuable because investors who are interested in doing marketing and
things   like   that...   so   I   sometimes   refrain   from  liking   stuff   for   that
reason. (Matthew, 22)
Matthew, like most participants, perceived corporate data profiling as an acceptable
compromise   (i.e.   he   gave   his   personal   data   in   exchange   of   free   access   to   the
platforms). However,  Mathew's account sheds light on the unequal power relations















was   especially   interesting   regarding   the   power­relations   between   users   of   social
network sites and the private corporations which own the platforms. Not only, she




event  or  something  like films and  like for a  week  that  will  be  just
movies. (Olivia, 23)
In actively noticing targeted advertisement, Olivia felt that she was the one who was
fooling   Facebook   or  Google   and   their   algorithms.  She   described   corporate   data




these   technologies  on  Facebook   through   the   function   ‘tagging'  participated   to   the
legitimation,   normalisation   and   intensification   of   facial   recognition,   a   technology
which was previously controversial (e.g. associated with airport security). Ellerbrok
defined play in this context as the 'light­hearted use of a technology or technological























corporate   data   profiling.   Firstly,   Olivia   showed   a   broad   awareness   that   private
companies such as Apple were collecting her data but was not aware of how they
were practically doing it,   i.e.  she did not know that her GPS locations were been
recorded. When discussing it, she described it as ‘weird’ or ‘creepy’ but also as ‘cool’
and ‘interesting’. Olivia was fascinated by the data collected about herself and tried to




(2013)   showed   how   increasingly   intrusive   surveillance   practices   are   propagated
‘under the banner of fun and play’ and facilitated by processes of gamification, which
have moved from video­games to non­game spaces, including social network sites.
By   providing   users   with   playful   design   and   feedback   mechanisms,   the   private
corporations which own the different platforms can amass a large amount of personal
data   from   their   users.   In   other   words,   the   technological   affordances,   feedback
211









data   profiling   in   ambiguous   ways,   as   playful   as   discussed   above   but   also   as




The   accounts   highlighted   above   showed   that   although   participants  did   not
necessarily agree with the collection of personal data by governments and by private
corporations, such practices were often  taken for granted and seen as part of using
social  network sites.   Interestingly,  young adults  were   trained  to  be anxious  about
potential risks of social network sites, especially regarding privacy and information
disclosure (see Chapter Five), however the potentially harmful behaviours of private
corporations   which   systematically   collect   and   use   their   personal   data   to   target
advertisements   and  make   profits  was  mostly   unquestioned.    Taken   together,   the








































care and a form of control as Amy's account  illustrates.  Incidentally,  research has
shown   that   parents   use   social   network   sites   and  mobile   phones  to  monitor   their
children  and  to expand their  parental control  (Green, 2002;  William and William,
2005, Chambers, 2013, boyd, 2014).  Research has also started to unpack the social
impacts   of   such   surveillance   practices   on   young   people's   experiences   of
accountability,   risks,   responsibility   and   trust   (McCahill   and  Finn,   2010,  Rooney,
2010)  which   simultaneously   deny   young   people   opportunities   to   trust   and   to   be
trusted and normalise the uses of technology as parenting, caring and risk avoidance
technologies.  Often,   parental  monitoring   as  well   as  monitoring   in   the   context   of
school were justified or read by participants in the current study in relation to risk­
avoidance   and   risk   management   which   reflect   broader   neoliberal   discourses
(Monahan, 2006).



















by   neoliberal   forms   of   governmentality   which   put   an   emphasis   on   'the







instance,   reported  checking   information  about  prospective  flatmates  on  Facebook,
including  where   they  were   from,  which   schools   they  attended  or   the  places   they








study   about   friendships   on   Twitter,   described   such   practices   as   'vouching'   and
transferring   'trust’  via   lateral   surveillance  processes  (p.321)  exemplifying   the  new
kind of trust that surveillance has been said to entail (Lyon, 2002a).  Understandings
of  profile­checking and monitoring  practices  as   'vouching'  as  well  as  pre­emptive






recalled   how  knowing  more   about   his   flatmate  made   him  more   confident   about
sharing a flat as he noticed that he shared similar taste in music and a similar sense of
humour (see also Chapter Six on compatibility). However, this is precisely what he










In   the  excerpt   above,  Benjamin  carefully   justified  his  behaviour  putting  a   strong
emphasis on the fact that he would not have used this information ‘against the person’
and only checked people's profiles in a superficial manner. Benjamin revealed through
this  example  his  broader  perceptions  of   the   legitimacy of  monitoring and profile­
216
checking on social network sites. Under some conditions it was seen as acceptable
(e.g.   in   the   context   of   flat   share   to   get   basic   information)   and   under   other
circumstances unacceptable or socially stigmatising (e.g.  using information against


































open'.   This   legitimated   a   culture   of   monitoring   reinforced   by   neoliberal   values
focusing on accountability, responsibility and transparency as well as by the common





examination'.   Being   'under   scrutiny'   is   often   related   to   notions   of   assessment,
transparency   and   accountability.  These  notions   resonate  with  Foucault's  work  on
disciplinary power in which the concept of examination is essential. The examination
imposes normalising judgements and 'transformed the economy of visibility into the
exercise  of   power'   (p.184).  Some  participants   adopted  pre­emptive  behaviours   to
manage scrutiny by work colleagues and employers on social network sites. It was






of   accountability'   (p.626).   Professional   vetting   on   social   network   sites   can   be
understood  as   an   informal   audit,   illustrating   the  pervasion  of  neoliberal   ideology
blurring the distinction between work and leisure.  In this context, some participants
reported being cautious of the 'connections' that could be made from their different




prior to a work­shift.    Likewise,  Natalie (20)  worried about what employers could
work out from different pieces of information on social network sites.  Her concerns
partly   rested   on   her   own  personal   experiences   of   finding   out   and   corroborating
information from looking up people's profiles on the platforms. This illustrates the
complex ways in which monitoring and profile­checking practices were entangled in
different   contexts   and   experiences.   Profile­checking   practices  were   not   only,   as
Andrejevic   (2007a)   argued,   the   result   of   the   creeping   of   political   and   corporate
understandings   of  monitoring   in   the   private   realm   (i.e.   institutional   surveillance
through employers) but also a by­product of experiences of peer­ to peer surveillance
on social  network sites   (Trottier,  2011).   In   this  way,  Natalie's  concerns  regarding
professional monitoring were also constructed by her personal experiences of looking
up people from her social circle. This sheds light on how participants both played the







characteristic   of   the   contemporary   labour   market.  Alice   (22),   for   example,
acknowledged how professional vetting was 'happening now', even though she did not






Quantitative   research   has   shown   that   profile­checking,   searching   and  monitoring
practices   through  social  network   sites   are  becoming  commonplace   (Lampe  et  al.,
2006, Ellison et al., 2007, Madden and Smith, 2010). However, these studies have not
explored in depth the legitimacies in which these practices are inscribed. Only a few





particularly   insightful  as   an   analytical   framework   to   examine   young   adults'
understandings  of   social  network  sites,   in  which   'surveillant'   practices  were  often
depicted. 














context   of   dating   and   romantic   relationships   were   normalised   by   participants
throughout the interviews. It then examines the meanings that participants ascribed to
peer monitoring on social network sites, often described 'Facebook stalking'. The last

















Profile­checking   practices   on   social   network   sites   were   discussed   by   some
participants as a normal part of the dating process. These practices were used to gain
an   impression   about   someone   as   well   as   to   find   common   interests   to   start
conversations.  Dylan (23), for instance, recalled how he looked up his prospective






interests  and discuss   interesting   topics  because  obviously  you don't
want to come across as boring and to have nothing to talk about so if I
was to  meet  a woman for example who I  am interested in  I  would
definitely go onto her profile and see her interests. (Aaron, 20)
Aaron and Dylan understood profile­checking as a normal thing to do 'in preparation'




















checking  'common interests')  permeated and shaped participants'  understandings of
profile­checking   practices   on   social   network   sites   in   the   context   of   dating.  This
arguably can also be explained by the expansion of dating websites and apps and the
exacerbation of commodification of relationships that ensued (see Hobbs et al, 2016). 






characters   of   social   network   profiles,   Dylan,   Aaron   and   Charlotte   looked   up
prospective   dates’   profiles   in   order   to   gain   an   impression   about   them   and   as
conversation starters, but also to assess the 'real' character of their dates as ways of













































  A   few   participants   described   the   impacts   of  monitoring   practices   on   social
network sites on their current relationships. Poppy (21), for example, explained how
she   prevented   herself   from   checking   her   boyfriend's   profile   including   looking   at
people he friended or events he was going to, as it caused her anxiety and made her
feel   jealous.  Poppy’s   experience   illustrates   how   the   technological   affordances   of
social   network   sites   as   well   as   the   design   of   the   platforms   impacted   on   her
relationships   by   exacerbating   jealousy   and   anxieties.   This   is   in   line   with   data
presented   by  Muise,   Christofides   and   Desmarais   (2009)   who   demonstrated   that
Facebook contributes to experiences of jealousy in romantic relationships and creates
a ‘feedback loop whereby heightened jealousy leads to increased surveillance of a
partner’s   Facebook   page’  (p.443).  Checking   and  monitoring   practices   on   social
network sites in the context of romantic relationships were described by participants
as   'side  effects'   of   the  platforms.  Expectations   regarding   the  monitoring  of  one’s





you know kind of   like  for  example my ex  would   like  find out  my
Tumblr  profile  and  like.  and  I'll  be   like posting  on Tumblr  and he
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every   little   detail’,  Molly’s   account   reveals   how   she  was   expecting   this   type   of
monitoring   after   a   break­up   and  accepting  her   ex­boyfriend's   behaviours.  Molly's
account is in accordance with evidence suggested by research on digital technology












Young   adults   in   the   study   repeatedly   described   looking   up   profiles   of   people
connected   to   their   past,   such   as   high   school   friends   or   past   colleagues.  Usually









I don't you know if  it   is somebody that I know from high school I






















the   conversation   because   this person   would   think   I   was   like
very creepy. (Olivia, 23)
As the accounts have demonstrated, profile­checking in the context of weak ties (e.g.
acquaintances,  people from the past)  were morally sanctioned as  'being nosey'  (in
relation to gossiping). 















checking   and  monitoring  on   social   network   sites   into   a   lighter   and  more   casual
version   of   stalking;   ‘Facebook   stalking’.  In   this   way,   some   participants   re­
appropriated or redefined the meanings of 'stalking' in the context of social network





Both   Eva   and  Olivia   redefined   the  word   'stalking'   in   the   context   of   Facebook,
ascribing new meanings to it and by doing so normalising its use.
As part  of   the  interviewing process,  young adults  were asked  to  discuss   their
search history on Facebook (see Chapter Three). It was used as a means to provoke












(22)   and   Natalie   (20)   had   deleted   their   search   history   quite   recently   too   but
commented on  the recent  outputs.  Nathan (22),  when going to  his  search history,
cheekily   commented   laughing:   'let's   see   whom   I   have   searched   for   lately?',
deliberately  putting   an   emphasis   on   the   'awkward'   aspect   of   the   situation.  These













'not  always  do  that'  which  allowed her   to  disregard  derogatory  understandings  of
profile­checking practices.
The   accounts   above  highlighted   the   range  of   reactions   that   discussing   search






































bored   or   procrastinating.   In   these   contexts,   participants   often   connected   profile­
checking   to   the   design   and   technological   affordances   of   social   network   sites.
Benjamin (25), for example, argued that 'flicking other people’s profiles’ is part of












the  private   corporations  which  own  them were   shaped  participants'   practices   and
understandings.   Moreover,   some   participants   put   an   emphasis   on   how   profile­





































like   (laughs).   Also   it   is   quite  funny   if   you   like   something   from
someone on someone's wall like 5 years ago, then he will be notified
like 'what is that' I did say that and then they will look at the day and
they   realise   that  was   like  5  years   ago.  I'll   do   that   just   for   fun  so
yeah I’ve done that quite a few time with my friends, (James, 22)
In  the  same way,  Natalie   (20)  described how her   friends  would  go  back  to  each
other’s' timelines on Facebook to find embarrassing information and played tricks on
one another. John (24) also used peer to peer monitoring as a form of entertainment.









(p.530).   In   her   work   on   facial   recognition   technologies,   she   described   how   the
representations of these technologies which have been integrated on social network
sites have been transformed from an identification with state control to 'a "benign"





















































then  they had ‘to be open’  and accept  that  other  people will  have access  to  your





of   connectedness   and   collaboration.   However,   as   van   Dijck   (2013)   argued   the
promotion   of   such   values   allow   private   corporations   to   turn   connectedness   into
connectivity and in effect commodify social  interactions.  In  this way, participants'
understandings   of   monitoring   and   profile­checking   practices   were   inscribed   and






how participants'   understandings  of  governmental   surveillance  and  corporate   data






framework   of   care,   risk   management   and  individual   responsibility   whereas
professional   vetting  was   legitimated   in   terms   of  transparency   and   accountability.
These different forms of monitoring were broadly perceived as legitimate and were
accepted as part  of  social  network sites,  evidencing how private corporations  and
neoliberal   discourses   normalised   and   permeated   understandings   of   monitoring





practices  were often  understood  in ambiguous  ways,  often  morally  charged.  As a
result,   participants   disassociated   actively   their   monitoring   and   profile­checking
practices   from   offline   stalking   (associated   with   voyeurism   and   harassment)   and
repeatedly reconstructed them in the context of Facebook as a form of entertainment,
an outcome of the platform design and/or a normal way of interaction. The chapter,
overall,  has  demonstrated how monitoring and profile­checking on social  network









sites   in   their   everyday   lives   as  well   as   the  meanings   that   they   ascribed   to   these
platforms.   Its   aims   have   been   to   first  challenge   binary   understandings   of   young
people's with social network sites which have repeatedly focused on addiction and
risks  or on empowerment and  increased participation.  Furthermore,  by adopting a





The   field   of   youth   studies   has   been   historically   divided   between   two   broad





young   people’s   lives   and   to   overcome   the   enduring   divisions   in   the   field.   Such
approaches  have   included  understanding   contemporary  youth   through   the   lens  of




The   thesis   has   adopted   an   analytical   framework  which   followed   the   directions
advocated by the last two. 
Furthermore,   the thesis  has drawn on empirical  and theoretical  research which
have examined young people's lives and how these have been affected in relation to
processes of globalisation, technological change, austerity policies and more broadly
by   neoliberal   capitalism  (Woodman   and  Wyn,   2014;  Woodman   and  Threadgold,
2015; France 2016;  Kelly and Pike, 2017).  This body of work has been essential to
understand   young   people's   experiences   in   the   context   in  which   they   take   place.
Drawing   on   Foucault,   the  work   of  Kelly   (2001,   2006,   2013)   on   the   self   as   an
enterprise and youth­at­risk has paved the way in this direction by outlining the ways
in which neoliberal forms of governmentalities produced a positive construction of

















the  Internet  and  in  particular   social  network sites   (see  Couldry,  2008;  van  Dijck,








of   social   network   sites,   in  which  monitoring   practices  were   often   discussed.  By









2017).  Bourdieu has  famously  described neoliberalism as   'the utopia  (becoming a
reality)   of   unlimited   exploitation'  (Bourdieu,   1998b).   This   'utopia'   has   emerged,
according   to   him,   from   the  conversion   of   an   economic   theory   into   a   political
programme and has progressively become part of the dominant discourse as a result
of ‘symbolic inculcation’ in which 'ordinary citizens participate passively' (ibid. p.29,
my   emphasis).   By   contrast,   Foucault   understood   neoliberalism   as   forms   of
government (of the self and others) through which power is conceptualised as active
and  productive  and  exercised  by   individuals.  These   forms  of  government   in   turn
240
produce neoliberal subjectivities and corresponding techniques and procedures. While






mediated   by   the   habitus,   a   system   of   transposable   dispositions,   in   turn
mediating organically their practices;
• informed   by   neoliberal   discourses   which   function   as   truths   and   actively
encourage corresponding forms of governmentality. 
The thesis argued that these two bodies of work, although sometimes understood or
misrepresented   as   contradictory,   are  particularly   useful   to  make   sense   of   young
people's   experiences   as   characterised   by   practical   relations   to   their   social
environments in which broader power relations are at play.
Overview
Based on  the analysis  of   the empirical  data,   this   thesis  argued  that  young adults’
accounts of their everyday uses of social network sites were entrenched in notions of
individual   choice   and   responsibility,   and   at   the   same   time   deeply   informed   by
corporate power and neoliberal forms of governmentalities. 
The   analysis  developed   in  Chapter  Four  showed   the   complex  ways   in  which
young adults in the study understood and negotiated social network sites as well how




with  people,   spontaneously  arrange  meetings  with   friends  as  well   as   to   routinely
manage their schedules and everyday lives (e.g. they reported using the platforms to
obtain practical information about events or to organise university group works). The
data,   moreover,   demonstrated   that   participants   were   continuously   balancing
convenience   offered   by   the   platforms   with   anxieties   and   stress   triggered   or
exacerbated  by   them,  most  notably  the  burden  of   'being  always  on'   and  fears  of
missing out. Furthermore, young people's quite often described social network sites,
and   in  particular  Facebook,  using  positive   terms  such  as   convenience,   speed  and
connectivity;  a  terminology which was often used  to  cancel   the anxieties   that   the
platform   triggered.   In   light   of   this   data,   the   chapter   argued   that   participants’
understandings  and  engagement  with  social  network  sites  were  shaped  in  various
ways by the economic interests,  monopoly and underlying ideology of  the private
corporations  which   own   them.  These   powerful   interests   rarely   acknowledged   by
young people, left them in effect with little margin to use alternative communication







overlapping   narratives;   namely   growing   up   and   becoming   responsible.   These
narratives often emphasised on notions of individual choice, self­improvement, risks
management and responsibility, mirroring broader neoliberal discourses. Examining














participants   outlined   their   own personal   preferences   and   the  ways   in  which   they
thought social network sites ought to be used. These judgements and processes of
differentiation were then mobilised by young people (not necessarily consciously but
as   practical   understandings   of   their   environments)   to   cultivate   commonalities   on
social  network sites   in   two ways.  Firstly,  participants  actively selected and sorted
content in agreement with their views and personal tastes on the different platforms;
and   secondly,   they   checked   compatibility   and   shared   interests   with   prospective











focused on peer monitoring and  profile­checking practices (e.g.   in   the contexts of
friendships,   acquaintances   and   romantic   relationships,   highlighting   how   these




harassment)  and/  or   reconstructed  as  a   form of  entertainment,  an  outcome of   the
platform   design   and/or   a   normal   way   of   interaction   (often   using   the   term
'Facebooking').  Overall,   the   chapter   argued   that  monitoring   and   profile­checking
practices exemplified the complexity behind the task of understanding young people
digital   practices.   Indeed,   the   chapter   demonstrated   how  monitoring   and   profile­
checking, actively conducted and engaged with by participants were at the same time
reinforced   and   triggered   by   processes   of   differentiation   (e.g.   out   of   curiosity),
permeated by values promoted by private companies (such as sharing, openness, fun







has   arguably   brought   up   an   over­emphasis   on   certain   aspects   of   the   data  while
occulting   others.   Brown   and  Gregg   (2012)   argued   for   example   that   impression
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social  network  sites   (Lee,  2008;  boyd,  2011b;  van  Deursen  and van Dijk,  2014).
Although, partially captured through the processes of differentiations which played
out in participants’ accounts (e.g. for example in participants' description of drama on










it,  most  notably   in   the  analysis  of  young people's  understandings  of  privacy  and
information disclosure. These specific findings resonate strongly with emerging work
which has analysed e­safety policies as particular strategies of governmentality and










• Young  adults  used  and  perceived   social  network   sites   as   tools   to  manage

















such as   sharing,  openness  and  fun  to  monitoring  and profile­checking and
designing the platforms in ways which facilitated  'connectivity'  and turning
personal data into profits. (1)






underlying   these   practices   (e.g.   comparing   oneself   to   others,   gaining
impressions and having fun). (3)
Overall, by outlining the ways in which young adults actively negotiated and engaged
with   social   network   sites   as   well   as   how   their   uses   and   understandings   of   the













economic   interests   to   take   advantage   of   young   people   while   disguising   their
exploitation with the consent­manufacturing mechanisms' (Côté, 2014a, p.216). It is
important,   however,  to   recognise   that   new  perspectives   do   not   cancel   out   other
perspectives (e.g. studies drawing on Bourdieu's theory of practice) which have been
proved  otherwise   invaluable   in   understanding  young  people's   experiences.   In   the
context of the current study, the body of work on surveillance as well as the critical
literature on technology and new media, proved to be fruitful lenses to understand and
contextualise   young   people's   digital   practices.   Both   Foucault   and   Bourdieu’s
theoretical   frameworks  added   to   the  analysis  of  young people’s  engagement  with
social network sites. More need to be done in this direction. Further research also
need  to  be done  to  explore   the  meanings   that  other  populations  of  young people
attached  to   social   network   sites,   and   especially  monitoring   and  profile­checking
practices, and to examine the ways in which these populations negotiate the platforms
and   the   extent   to  which   these   are  informed   by  corporate   power   and   neoliberal
discourses.
Finally, the methodological framework developed throughout this research opens
up  fertile  ground  for   future   research.   In  my  research  design,   I  have   incorporated
features   of   Facebook   (ie.   activity   logs   and   search   history)   as   digital   prompts   to
encourage discussion.  This  could be applied to  other  social  network sites  such as
Instagram  or  Twitter   (e.g.  Twitter   analytics,   Instagram   search  history).  This   also
raised  critical  questions   regarding   the  use  of  Facebook,   and  more  broadly   social


















The purpose of  the study is  to find out about young adults'  uses, experiences and








































will   be   use   to   set   off   discussions   during   the   interview,   it   will   remain   strictly
confidential and will NOT be published.Interviews are likely to last approximately


















For   further   information   about   the   study,   please   contact   me   by   email;
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